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cry) a. m.—The Rt. Rev. Bishc*
Celebrant, assisted by the Rev. R. to
McCready, St. Mark's church, Cress.
cent Hill; the Rev. D. C. Wright, O
PADUCAH
/Resists'', grit May, 1896.




Bar.1 Saes Him and Other:
On Indemnifying
Bond.
ABOUT ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS
PADUCAH ATTORNEYS TO AP-
PEAR BEFORE JUDGE EV-
ANS TO GET INJUNC-
TION DISSOLVED.
The Case Wherein Langstaff-Orm
Claim Steel Is Not That Ordered
Wille Be Continued.
There is nowoH trial in the circuit
court the suit of the Mechanics' And
Farmers' Savings beak against Joe
Friedman and others, for about It,-
000. •
James Vlaholeas, the confectionzr
of ices Broadway. last years conduct-
ed a branch establishment in Fried
man's building at 4°4 Beciadway. He
failed there and the stock was sold
He owed the hank nearly It,000 on
lien was one of priority, as they had
When the goods were sold Friedman
took part of the money and applied
it to his debt plait Vlaholeas for
house rent. The bank claims their
.lien was not of priority, as they had
a mortgage on the stock of goods.
They now sue Friedman and others
who irigned the indemnifying bond of
Costable A. C. Shelto who sold the
stock under court orders. The evi-
dence is all in, and the court dismis-
sed the jury yesterday until this
morning in order that he could look
up some law in the controversy It
will be given the jurors today to de-
cide.
In the suit of Rogers and King
against Al. W. Townsent, the City of
Paducah paid into court $40.543 of
, Towneend's money which the plain-
tiffs had attached in hands of the
municipality.
The suit of Tinie Waters against the
Western Union Telegraph company
was dismissed as 'ruled by the de-
fendant. Plaintiff cued the company
for damages on the ground that they
did not deliver promptly to her a
message consigned to plaintiff over
defendant's telegraph system.
In The litigation of Nicholas against
the Prudential Life Insurance com-
pany, a judgment of gz6o was given
plaintiff
An agreed judgment for ;es in fav-
or of the plaintiff was rendered in the
suit of Barney Levitan against Mor-
ris likKane. They were in contro-
PADUCAH, KY.,
versy about a horse that McKane
sold Levitap who claimed the animal
was unsound'.
J. B. Griffith, M N. Trice J. M.
Byrd and Charles E. Jennings were
excused from further service on the
petit jury and J. W. Hite Joe Klein,
Roy W, )ylicKinney .and :C., A. Tor-
rence were summoned to take their,
places. ISTRONG FIGHT MADE IN THE ALDERMANIC ..BOARD .1BYThe jury gave plaintiff judgment
for $51 in the Suit of Charles C. Park-
er a,,s.H-,t 17-2 Pnt:ttra,;1 T-aetion eon-
pany. *Parker was driving along
South Sixth street one day when his
buggy was struck by the •street car
and badly damaged. He sued for
teso. Oliver, Oliver and McGregor
rrpresent the winning side and
Charley Wleeler the losing side.
The suit of Paul Block company of
Paris, France, against Langstaff-Orm
manufacturing company was set • for
trail yesterday, but was not reached
on the docket. When reached it will
be continued until the next term of
court. The Paducah mill people
bought some steel from the plaintiffs
and refused to accept it on arrival on
the ground that it was not what they
ordered. The Block people claim
it is what was ordered, and sue for
collection. Quite a number of steel
experts had been summoned to test-
ify in the case, to say whether the
material was like that described in
the order. One of the experts was
W. C. Schofield, o fthis city, ssfo
travels for a big Pittsburg steel con-
cern
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MUNIOIPAL OWNERSHIP MUTTER
LAID OVER ON ACOUNT ABSENTEES
Today's Docket.
There is set down on the docket
for today the suits of C. B. Lescher
vs H. A. LaRue; Charles Weille vs
Pullman Palace company, and Tin-
nie Waters vs Western Union Tele-
graph company. The two latter ac-
tions have already been dismissed, be-
ing compromised before it he day for
trial. Weille sued the sleeping car
company for his watch and chain lost
from the ear while he was touring th.!
south last year.
Judge Back.
Judge W. M Reed returned Sunday
from Dawson where he spent several
days drinking the waters and resting
up.
Leaves Today.
This* morning at tt:45 o'clock Sher-
iff John Wt Ogilvie will leave for
Lexington. Ky. with Tom Albritton
and Isom Scott, the two boys who go
to the reform school at that place.
Telephone Injunction.
Hon. Hu; a C.c.:tett left thi-
morning at 1.4o o'clock for Louis-
ville, where yesterday at noon City
Solicitor James Campbell. Jr. went.
They will appear before Judge Wal-
ter Evans in the United States court
this morning to request that there be
dissolved the temporary injunction
the East Tennessee Telephone com-
pany has against the city of Padu-
cah to prevent the latter from prose•
cuting in the local circuit court the
suit to "oust" the telephone people
item doing business in this oity be-
cause they will not buy a public
franchise .or abide by the municipal
laws.
EPISCOPAUAN DIOCESAN COUNCIL
ANNUAL GATH'ERING COMMENCES IN THIS CITY TONIGHT
—BISHOP WOODCOCK PRESIDES—REV. PETER FIELDS
AND DR. WATTS COMMENCE REVIVAL AT THIRD STREET
U. E.' CHURCH—RABBI E. G. ENELOW IN THE CITY EN
ROUTE TO CAIRO WHERE HE LECTURES TODAY.
This evening the seventy-eighth Immediately after is service theannual council of the Enisectualian-t 4er-Diocese of Kentucky will open at session.
Grace Episcopal church, with many : Recess for
delegates in attendance from over 2.3o p. ra.
the state. The gathering will be Business
presided over by Bishop Charles E.
Woodcock of Louisville, who will
Arrive this evening, and be the guest
while here of Mr. Muscoe Bliiiiett of
West Broadway. Thursday., after-
noon a special meeting will be held
by the Women's Auxiliaries who will
have many representatives in attend-
ance.
The programme for the two days
is a follows:
Opening Service Tuesday.
Evening prayer. 7:3o p. tn.
'Sermon—The Rev. Wm. IC Mar-
shall, rector Chariot church, Bowling
Green, Ky.
lunch, i o'clock unti!
session until 4:30 p. m.
Evening prayer, 7:30 p. m.
The subject of Diocesan Missions
will be discussed by the .. Rev. Wil-
liam H. Falkner, rector St. Paul's
church of Louisville, Ky., with *ter-
eopticon lecture on "Kentucky Tues
and Work of Church Among Them."
Second Day—Thursday.
Celebration of Holy Communion
7:3o a. m.
Morning prayer, 9e30 a. m.
Business session, to a. m.
Recess for lunch, i o'clock to 2:30
P. nt•
Business session, 2:30 p. m.
Meeting of Woman's Auxiliary, 4
p. m. • -!
Pint Day Wednaday. Closing service of the esinscil, withCelebration of Holy Communion an address by the bishop, 8 p. m.
Third /*sect Revival.
Aev. Peter Fields, of the Third
Street Methodist church, has startedPaducah, and the Rev. Arthur E. his series of protracted meetingsWhatham, St. Peter's church, Louis-
ville. 
(Continued on Page Five.)
MEMBER PALMER TO DEFEAT THE PETITION PUT IN BYklUNDREDS OF LEADING CITIZEN% BU.T IT WILL COME
P S4i3RTLY—CITY ELECTRK LIGHT PLANT TO HAVi;
NEW 'MACHINERY AT ONCE—STREET COMMITTEE TAKESUP CLEANING DEPARTMEIT.
The aldermen. last evening dur-
ing their meeting at the City Hall
general assembly chamber, laid over
until all the members were present
the question of ordering brottght in
for adoption the ordinance submit-
ting to the people of this city the
ques•ion of voting bonds for a city
water plant and to enlarge the mu-
nicipality 'h electric slant sufficiently To
furnish commercial lighting. The ab-
sentees from the meeting were Alder-
men Bell and 'Charnblin, leaving in
attendance Members Starks, Hubbard
Farley, Palmer, Miller and Hank.
The question of bringing in the or- year to the private water companydinance for these bonds was brought for water furnished fire hydrants,up by Attie-Timm Palmer. chairman of which figures he said would more thanthe light and water cum ince of the pay the annual interest upon a bondboard. He simply read The preamble
of the petition, but would not read to
the board the names of the many
hundred representative business men
and otter leading citizens who signed
the document which requests the city
I tgislators to have this question OM
to a vote of the people. After finish-
ing reading the document Mr. Palmer
then made a strong talk against bring- adopt a motion with six members ining the matter end submitting at attendance.
to the voters of the city, claiming that A motion was then made by Palmerthe "popularity of the movement was to let the matter drop, but this wasnot apparent." He then moved that defeated by the division of three onthe matter be not considered until h.: each side. Palmer being supportedcould be ;town that the project was by Starks and Tiolahard, while thedesired by the people. I other three wanted the people to de-At this Alderman Miller made a. cide the question by vote.very forceful talk in favor of letting nose favoring the people then
the people say what they wanted,
bonds or no bonds. During the
course co4 his remarks Mr. Miller
said he did not linceir whether it was
in the province of the aldermen to re-
fuse to let the comunity have a voice
in the matter, and that he strongly
favored letting the people voice their
sentiments at the polls by the propo-
sition being submited to them. He
plainly showed, during his speech,
the unanimity of opiniotteregarding
\The city. owning its own plants. By
figures he then showed that the city
was now paying nearly $13,000 per
issue sufficient to put up the Iwo
plants by the municipality
SFr. Miller then made a motion that
the ordinance be brought in and the
matter submitted to the voters of the
city. This motion was defeated, it
receiving three votes, Miller, Farley
and Hank while Palmer, Hubbard and
Starks opposed it. It took four to
THE NEGLECTED SiDRIAL
JEFFERSON AND KENTUCKY AVENUE
AT THE BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS TOMORROW A RESOLU-
TION WILL BE INTRODUCED DEMAlibING THAT THE
CONTRACTORS CCOMPLBTE THE WORK. OR THE CITY
TAKE CHARGE OF IT AND HAVE IT DONE.
At the meeting of the board of
public works tomorrow, a resolution
will be offered demanding that Con-
tractor Bridges begin 'laying the side-
walks on lower Jefferson and Ken-
tucky avenue at once and to continue
on them until the work is completed;
or if he cannot do so, that the city
take ,the work in hand an somplete
it at his cost.
I ast summer those waNcs were
torn up and only the curb and gut-
ter laid, in addition to paring, the
streets. Evere since that time pe-
&Strains in going along those thor-
oughfares have been compelled to
walk out in the streets as the side-
walks are so rough 'in their torn up
condition.
At this season of the year the
streets ere muddy from the sprink-
ling they receive and It is an injustice
to the public to force them to use
the streets when the sidewalks should
have been completed before this
time.
For two months past Contractor
Brid es kee_had his_mcia
laying sidewalks in Harahan's addi-
tion, where as yet no one lives, an
out on West Jefferson street near
Fountain avenue, in which lqcality
but few people have need for a side-
walk; in otter words where one per-
son walks along West Jefferson
street, at leasi one hundred walk on
lower Jefferson and Kentucky- ave-
nues. The contract for -these two
streets was let to Biridgesl !before
the other contracts and the failure
to complete the wOrk he started last
fall is proving both inconvenient and
annoying to a large number of citi-
zens.
On December 6, 1905, the board of
public works ordered work suspended
on Jefferson street and Kentucky
avenue until after freezing w•-ather.
On March at, 1906, the board ordered
the city engineer to instruct the con-
tractors to resume work April T. In
the face of this action the contrac-
tors went to the outskirts of the city
and the two streets down in the busi-
ness portion is in the condition they
were left about six months ago.
In the contract with Beidges &
Sons, is this clause, towit:
"In the event party of the first part
(t'he contractors) shall fail or re-
fuse for five consectiti've days to pro-
ceed iffith the reconstruction of said
sidewalks, without the consent of the
Board of Public Works, then and in
that event the city of Paducah, if
it so elects can take charge of 534
work and complete the same at .the
cost alai expense of first party."
Tide Clause gives the city full au-
thority to take charge of the work
where it. is being neglected like it
has hien on the streets indicated.
In justice to Contractor Bridges it
might be said that they are waiting
on cinders and expect to have a sup-
ply shortly. Tint difficulty does not
concern the city, for it devilves upon
the contractor to furnish them, and
if he dunot obtain them from those
with iehom he has contracted, he
should look elsewhere for cinders or
substitute something equally as good
and approved by the city.
MISS HARRIS WEDS.
•
The Louisville dispatches of Sun-
day to The Register announced that
_afternoon-- before Miss Zetelieo
Harris and ifr. William Reinecke
were united in marriage at the home
of the bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Theodore Harris.
The talented young lady has many
Paducah friends, having appeared
here twice this spring with musicale
attractions, one with David Bishain,
the noted singer, and another time
With Waiter Damrosch,s orchestra.
She was the honored guest of a re-
ception tendered her by the Matinee
Musicale club ten nights ago while
here.
Mr. Reinecke is a talented musi-
cian and was with Miss Harris most
of the time she was in Europe study-
ing musks.
,VOL 23, 1,10. 11
Hearing Denied. •\
Washington, May ,t4.-4The agOli-
rdittion for a rehearing in Chicago of
!the' traction case was denied today
by the supreme court of the United
States.
Magistrate Court.
.Justice John Burnett convened his
magisterial court yesterday and will
be busy or the next week or two
trylig the actions on the docket,
'and Hubbard were against this and
moved' to lay the matter Over until commissioNER,„the next meeting, but Starks, Palmeri
the motion lost.
Palmer then moved that nothing be
done until the names 01 -loon tax-
payers (not ,,voters). be- putt ow the —petition reque.,ting the vote, but Mil-ler and his suporters were determined
not to stand for this, and defeated the
motion. Finally it was decided and
carriepl unanimously that nothing herlot,e ,-.7.1 't 4 Cr.ethe absentees, Bell and Cfianiblin
could be present to vote on the propo-
sition.
During the discussion Alderman
Palmer made many speeehes against
letting the matter go to the. people,
and tried in many ways4 to defeat
the petition, but was thwarted by
those starniing up for the people.
During his remarks about the '''popu-
larity" of, the move, discussions were
brought out touching upon his claim
some weeks ago that nobody opposed
the city's light plant being "farmed
out"' like he wanted to do, but which
proposition he w:(s forced .to drop
when the upheavFI ,came from the
community objecting to 'the public's
power-house being thrown into the
hands of a private concern.
After the 'bond issue was disposed
of it was ordered that the light com-
mittee and board of public works be
given power to act in purchasing suf-
ficient machinery to put in good con-
dition the city light plant so it could
well care for all the street lights
until the people vote the bonds next
November for the enlargement lof the
power-house. Alderman Palmer
fought this, proposition also, but all
the others voting in favor of it, he
did too.
Mayor Yebter was
the contract to let
gram to put the addition to
Fourth and Elizabeth street fire
partmcnt station-house.
There Was ratified the mayor's ap
pointment of public park commission
ers Dr. D. G. Murrell and Messrs
H. C. Rhodes, Charles Reed, Geo
Walters and Ed. J. Paxton.
Auditor Alexander Kirkland noti
Mel the board that. $5,787.91 badl
taxes was owing the city for IAA
Yart-trom different peoperty owners
aid that he bought, in the same o
the city, the list of delinquents when
they were put up for public sale two
weeks ago by City Treasurer John J
Dorian.
The communication from the boar(
of public works was read showinj
what it would cost to establish
large street cleaning department ti-
the thy government. The documen
was refered to the street committee
to sec what would be done toward
inengerating the department that i
now maintained on a small scale.
The aldermen ratified the appoint-
ment of Chief James Woods of the
fire department, who had selected W.
J. McPherson to be the city elec•
trician and building inspector.
It was ordered that an ordinance
be brought in, providing for gran-
iroid sidewalks on both sides of
Fountain avenue between Jefferson
and Monroe streets. The walks are















A. M'CLURE WON SUIT




One and One Half Blocks of Con-
crete curbing finished Around
Courthouse Square.
Yesterday in the county court J.M. Englert, John Rboi and John
Younkers werd chosen commission-
ers to go out and look over the
right-of-way for the proposed new
county road that people want run
from near the Shandy Grove school
house over to the Clinton road in
the Florence Station neighborhood
of the county. If die commissioners
think the expense would justify the
highway being opened, it will be
ordered.
The court ratified the deeds filed in
the suit of A. Houser against A. F.
FenvilIe, wherein the plaintiff wanted
d:vision of property.
The court ordered reduced to
$1,50o the assessments for 19C14-06-
or real estate belonging to the H.
A Rose estate. The property had
been assessed at $6,7o0 for nog and
$3,980 for Kos, but the court thought
$1,soo an equitable valuation and ac-
cordingly made the reduction, as re-
gard county taxes. He cannot both-
er 'that for the state taxes.
There was ordered recorded settle-
ments made of the estates of James
L. Sanders and Dora Wesson, while
those settlements ordered to lie over,
were for W. J. Purchase, James and
Willie Scallion. Mary Ann Purchase,
John Squires, C. E. Williams, Rosa
Heyman and Ida Ether Hessig.
The action of Harper heirs, desir-
ing a division of property, was con-
tinued until next Monday.
The court ordered established the
new road running in the Maxon Mill
section from the Cairo Gravel road
be 0 the Lightfoot road.
The plaintiff's motion requiring
bond for the administrator to faith-
fully perform his duties in looking
(Continued on Page Fight)
WASN'T AFRAID OF THE BULLETS
NERVY AND WELL DRESSED MARAUDER TRIED TO BREAK
INTO THE RESIDENCE OP W. L. WILKERSON. WHO FIRED
SEVERAL SHOTS A THIM—COOLY LIT A CIGARETTE AND
SAUNTERED AWAY—FREE FOR ALL FIGHT ON THE
STREET LAST NIGHT.
Liveryman W. L. Wilkerson of
The Palmer Tranifer company had
quite an unusual experience early '
Sunday morning with a enarauder at
his home in 326 North Fourth street
The unknown young man tried to
batter in the side door and awakened
Mr. Wilkerson, who tokl him to get
away, but the young fellow would
not. Mr. Wilkerson got his gun and
fired several times out the window,
but this did not scare the marauder,
who remained on the porch. Mr.
Wilkerson then opened the door and
shot twice, but avoided hitting the
fellow, simply wanting to scare him
away. With a sneer, the midnight
prowler, turned and walked to the
gate, stopped there and yelled back
ior Wm Wilkerson to shoot again.
The young fellow then rolled a
clurette, meandered around under
the electric tight at Fourth and
Madtison lot a while, and finally
sanntered away. It is not known
what his object was. From the glare
of the light it could be seen that he
was a well-dressed young man.
ond and Court street last. night
Doolin and Heard were arrested by
Officera Cross and Long, but Griffin
got away. The two were charged
with a breach of the peace. James
Doolin was arrested by the same
patrolmen and locked up on the
charge of being drunk.
1
Boy Laid Up.
Eyrie Blisson, the colored bellboy
of The Palmer, is still laid up at his
home on South Eleventh street and
not able to attend police court. He
was cut by Young Fgrguson, the
clerk at Stutz's confectionery under
The Palmer, dqring a fight last
Thursday. Ferguson gave bond and
:has gone to his home in Murray, but
his father sys he will be back
whenever .the ,negro is- able to appear
iq _court and prosecute the case.
.Ferguson claims self-defense. The
'afternoon of the stabbing someone
told him he had killed Blisso*, and
at this Ferguson "lit out" foe May-
field and there told Chief McNutt of
the trouble. The boy arranged bond
and, went on to his home in Murry.
General Fight.
Al Doolia, Dow Heard and Pete
Griffin had r fight down about Sec-
••••••.
Mr. Aubrey Moore of Palestine.






• SHOOTING'  WAIRSIONS
CHARGE AGAINST HIM WAS. LGE CROWD WENT TO
CONTINUED UNTILT ire- ..-AilMITHLAND SUNDAY ON
MORROW. ' - FOWLER. .
....
John Thomas Given Continuance of
Case Accusing Him of Breaking
Into I. C. Box Car.
Hermati.Jenlins, olored, was - ar-
raigned before Judge Sanders in the
police court yesterday morning to
answer the charge of shooting Tom
Jackson, colored, in Mechanicsburg
Sunday. Jackson was hit , in the
thigh, the trouble occurring up in
"tannaan" in the Southind of Me-
chanicsburg. Jenkins was given 3
continuance until tomorrow.
John Thomas was given a post-
ponement until tomorrow of the
warrant charging him with breaking
into an Illinois CentraA railroad box
car.
The breach of the peace clrargi-
ai.ainst Ed Alford was continued un-
til today.
Until tomorrow was postponed the
warrant charging Walter Terre!!
with breaking into the residence. of
Captain Thomas flerndn of Wash-
ington street. • 'T
The cutting charge against John
Gillespie. colored, was continued
until today. He is accused of cut-
ting Gus Nolen. the clored hack
driver for Charles ClarKs livery
stable. They had a difficulty Over a
fifty cent hack fare Nolen wanted to
charge Gillespie. During the scrap
Nolen was cut.
Harry Clark, alias "Slim" Clark,
was given a continuance until today
of the warrant charging him with
stealing some cane and knjfe rack
articles from Mrs. Walter Warner.
Clark was "brought back Saturday
ftom Dexter, Mo., where he was ar-
rested.
Wm. Jefferson was given a °con-
tinuance until today of a breach of
the peace charge.
J. D. Redden was Riven a continu-
ance until today of the warrant
Large Delegation of Eagles Went to
Cairo on the Louisiana—Excur-
sions Next Sunday.
Sunday -several s hundred'. people
went up to Smithland on the steam-
Dick Fiawler which ran an excur-
sion to that neighboring city, leaving
here 'shortly before 3 -o'clock in the
.34ternoon and returning just after
6 o'clock. It .was a most delightful
outing, .a grand; orchestra furnishing




Sunday several hundred peopk
went so Cairo aboard the steamer
Lottisinna which ran an excursion to
tat city under auspioes of the lodge
of Eagles of this city. The steamer
left here about 9 o'ctock in the
caorninik and got back about mid-
right. At Cairo the brethren of that
city conducted their annual memorial
services in their hall, and Hob. Hal
5. Borbett of this city was the
orator of the day, delivering a bril-
l:ant speech in presence of hundreds.
He went down on the boat with the
balance of the Padtleah brethren and
their friends.
Labor Body's Outing.
Sunday. auring the meeting of
Central Labor body, it was decided
to give an excursion to Cairo and re-
tern next Sunday aboard the steam
er)*Diek Fowler. On that date the
baseball club of Paducah will play
the Egyptian city lads on the
grounds there, and probabilities are
that quite a crowd will go clOwn
from here.
charging with letting his cow tween
run at large upon the public streets, there
while O'Levin was dismissed of this.




MR. NED BRADSHAW SHOWS
NO SIGNS OF IMPROVE-
MENT.
Mrs. Dr. Lynn Adams Is Recovering
at Smithland of Fever—George.
Jones Continues Unconscious. •
Mr. Ned Bradshaw continues very
ill of general debility at the Rowland
home on North Seventh street.
Much Better.
The many friends m this city of
Mrs. Dr. Lynn Adams, of Smithland,
will be pleased to learn that she is
much better and will be able to be
up possibly sometime next week.
She has been ill three weeks with
typhoid fever. She was formerly
i5S Anna Lake Ilayne,. and mar-
ried only a few weeks since. Miss
Lena Henneberger, the trained nurse
a this city, has been with her for
the past two weeks, but the patient
is so far improved the nurse will re-
turn home the last of this week.
Given Up Hops_
The attending physicians have
biven up all hope of Mr. George
Phillips recovering ,as he is gradu-
ally getting worse of the complicated
ailments. He is confined to his bed
the residence of his mother, Mrs.
Phillips on Jefferson near Ninth
I. C. Excursion to Cairo.
The Illinois Central will run an
excursion to Cairo next Sunday, on
account of the baseball game be-
the Paducah and Cairo boys
Moonlight excursion on steamer
Louisiana. given by Barkegpers'
union, Tuesday, May i5th. Tickets
5o cents.
PRINTERS ASK PLEDGE.
Injunction Proposition Enters Into
Election of Printers.
Chicago, May 14.—Printers wtU
licld their election next Wednesday
and aside from their choice for offi-
cers will be asked to vote ein a bal-
lot prbpositien which says: "Will
you agree to vote only for candidates
for judgeship and other political of-
fice who pledge themselves to sup•
pott legislation correcting injunction
abuses? .0
Edwin R. Wright, the present presi-
tient of the organization, is being op-
losed by George W., Day. Wriglit
k making' a campaign against the
Methodist Book Concern„ in which
non-union men are now being erm
ployed, and it wa's said yesterday
that Mr. Day would follow along the,:
same lines. In the two camps there
seems to be a disposition to begin 3
boycott against the ' forthcoming
Methodist revival until such time as
soniethint „hp been dove to union-
ize thelook Concern, but .it was
said list night that this idea ,does
not meet with the approbation of
the 
rik 
and file of the organiza-
tion. alk
Twenty-two girls employed in the
gold leaf room of R. R. Donnelly &
Sons Company went on strike yes-
terday afternoon for an. increase in
wages. Eleven Otters and stampers
allkt:d (Tilt ill Z•oy •
PLAYED POKER FOR LIFE.
(Correspondence of the Courier-
Journal.)
Warsaw, May t.—Count Komo-
rowski slsot himself in a private din-
: ing-room adjoining hall where the
"Asistotraey 'Ball" was in progress.
As his rival Baron Riderki, led the
count's intended wife to a waltz, a
muffled shot was hear by many, but
en attention was paid by the large
assemblage, and only an hour liter
the count was missed. Those going
heart. It appeara that the two
noblemen had a quarrel over the
young woman that tripped the gay
fantastic while her husband-to-be
killed himself. The count called the
Baron a bad name. Cards were ex-
changed mid seconds. These latter
the atranged aft American duel, so-called
got to he fought out on the spot. The
him
Still Unconscious.
George W. Jones ot Eighth and
Clark streets, is still unconscious at
a result of striking his head on the
street tight nights since. He WS6
ticket taker at the carnival and go-
ing home on the car, stepped from in search for him found him sitting
it in such a way that he fell , and in a chair with a bullet wound in his
plighted on his head, being rendered
insensible. He was carried home and





Pressman Oliver Wright. of
Southerland medicine* company
his hand painfully crushed in . the !enemies sat down to a poker game.
press of their 'printing room yester- playing for each other's lives. The
day . 'Baron held The . winning hand And
!the count sent foi another bottle.
Colonelk Victor Van de Male left Then his friends withdrew; at the end
yesterday for a drumming trip to of thirty minutes he put a bullet into





No matter what experience has shown, there will always be some
women who believe that _they must, at  least once a oicath,.bFar the bur-
den qf PAIN, as a part of woman's lot They must, If sick. If well,
not. Periodical pain is a sign of functional disease,—a cry of your nerves
for help. To strengthen and restore the diseased organs to health, take
Your" .WINE




and frankly, in strictest confidence,. telling all your
troubles, and stating your age. We will send you
ME ADVICE, in plain sealed envelope, and a val-
uable book on "Home Treatment for Women."
Address: Ladies' Advisory Department, The
Cbattarxxiga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tem.
G
"I suffered so dreadfully I just thought I could not live," writes Mrs. John
Short of Florence, Ala., "and was in the infirmary for three months, on account of
female troubles. I took C.ardui, and it certainly has been of great benefit to me. I
am still taking it and am getting along fine. I am able to do my housework and
go visiting. I can't express my than for
advice and medicine." Of great curative poY:serNot#44. ?0,4s.n. ovcx all derangements of the womanly functions.






TAKES PLACE WITH THE
HICKS COMPANY OF
CHICAGO.
N., C. & St. L. Railroad Preparing
to Open Downtown Office—
Other Railroad Matters.
*Mr. Bell V. Given, accountant in
the storehouse of the I. C. here,
has resigned his position and gone
to Louisville to take a place with the
M. Hicks Car company, going in
the store department with Mr. A. J.
Hollenbec who was formerly here.
Frank Dugan, shipping clerk df the
store department here, has been
selected accountant to take the place
of Mr. Givns, who occupied that
piace for several years.
•••■11
Another Downtown Office.
The N., C. & St. L. railroad is
preparing to open a downtown ticket
and freight office pt 43o Broadviay,
occupying the building jointly with
the Southern Express company.. The
building is now being put in first
class condition by the owner, Law-
yer Given Campbell, and when com-
pleted the express company moves
from South Third street, while Supt
Hills of -the N., C. iSe St. I.. will
rame his downtown agent and other
force.
This will give excellent service to
the patrons, as the I. C. has opened
its downtown headquarters, and is
pow waiting for the furniture, which
the N.. C. & St. L. has also ordered.
Receive Painters.
Mr. Wm. Renshaw has notified the
Brotherhood of 'Railway Painters
that May 28th he will at . Chicago
meet the committee selected from
the painters working over the entire
I. C. system, and talk over with
them the new scale of wages they
want for the next year, commencing
June 1st. Mr. Harry Savage goes as
the delegate from the Paducah lodge
of painters. This is the first date set
to receive any of the employe com-
mittees by the management. The
painters just want a slight increase
at some places.
Freight House Work.
This week the work of rCmodeling
the freight. house at Sixth and
END NEAR FOR
DOWIE
Chicago, May 14.—John Alexandc-
Howie is reported to he dying at
Zion City and it is expected the end
will conic within a week. It was
said yeiterday the swelling which
had -been confined to his legs was
within four or five inches of his
Kart. His stomach is also affected
:and it is said it is impossible for
him to eat agything save this gruel.
His serious illness has also had a
most depressing effect and those
who surround him say he spend.;
much of his time in crying. lie has
been confined to his bed throughout
the week, save for a shor: time dur-
ing the afternoons, when lie is .lifted
from his bed and placed :n a large
arm chair. Those neat Lm do not
believe lie Will live longe7- than one
week and they say they would not
be surprised should he die within a
day or two. Every effort has been
made by the first apostle to keep his
condition I secret from the people
he is attempting to win back.
The temporary affairs of th: city
are as they haye been for several
days. Deacon' Granger and Lewis
have not decided upon a third trust.:e.
although they have held several con-
fercnces. The hearing the injunc-
tion proceedings has br.ii continued
until next week.
Another Martyr of Faith.
The Dowie cnit claimed anonther
martyr yesterdy in the n.:rson of Mrs.
Ruth Cantell, wife of the general
overseer in Great Brita'n, who died
in childbirth at Zion ity yesterday
without Medical attent. 1, while the
deacons and elders o: the chikrch
stood around and pray, I for the re-
covery of the sufferer. The death r f
Mrs. Camel!, coming . soon after
the smallpox scare at : m City, has
aroused many of the re dents to the
belief that some fallibili may attach
to the tenets of their lurch in the
matter of medical atm e!ance. Some
upheld the alleged heal: ig powers of
the first tpostle and de.-lare that his
prayers might have saved Mrs. Can-
tell where others failed.
Deacon Speicher announnced that
he would resist any attempt to hold
an inquest, declaring that the circum-
stances attending the death of Mrs.
Cantell do not - call for an investiga-
tion. A clash is expected as Deputy
Coroner Jones has definnite innstruc-
tions to impanel a jury and proceed
with the. inquest.
Woman's Cries Arouse Guests.
Do You Like Music?
WE HAVE ALL KINDS SHEET MUSIC
Here Are a Few of the Lanett and Best
Song Successes.
Nigger Loves His 'Possum 25C Mistletoe Waltzes -
What Has the Night Time to Do IN Ankle—Rag 
With the Girl... .......
Let Me See You Smile







DON'T FORGET OUR roc







EDITIONS—We have 4.000 pieces of the •
especially suitable for teachers and pupils,
Harbour's Book Department.
MAIM, [MGM & CO.
Undertakers and Embalmers.
13o SOUTH 11111RD ST. PADUCAH.K
First-Class
Watch Work





Moved to 315 Broadway
Campbell streets will he completed.
Assistant Safford.
Assistant H. R. Safford to the
chief engineer of the 1.i C. was here
Sunday en route from' Memphis to
Chicago.
SOCIAL EVENTS.
The soo Club Meets With Mrs.
Keller Tomorrow--Chess Club
Smoker.
The coo club will meet with Mrs.
John .W. Keller tomorrow afternoon
at her home on West Broadway.
The spring festival promoters will
meet May aist to figure up their
business accruing as result of last
week's carnival. It is probable none
will be given next year as the pro-
moters say they lost $1,Soo this time.
May 24th the Chess, Checker and
Whist club gives its annual smoker
in their quarters above Oehlschlae-
ger's drug etiire at Sixth and Broad-
way. No reception for the ladies
will he given that afternoon, as has
been the custom for years past.
Mr. Fred McKinght is here from
Henderson where he is now located
with a lumber corn -as inspector.
Orinir
hospice in Zion City and on several
occasions in the last few ,weeks the
Dow* elders were called together to
pray for a safe conclusion of • Mrs.
CAntell'A illness. She suffered severe
pain at inntervals and her cries at
night could be heard several blocks.
Strangers living at the hospice re-
marked on the horrors of the circum-
stances and were told by the hotel
clerks and others to mind their own
buliness.
The woman's death was attended
by extreme pain, but no physician was
summoned to attend her only the
nurses of Zion City being present in
addition to the praying elders.
-When it was known that Mrs. Can-
tell was at the point of death the
leading members of the Voliva coun-
cil were coiled together. Overseer
Excell, who lives at the hospice, was
in attendance in the eVerting and react
passage* from the bible and indulged
in silent prayer in the sick room with
Overseer Cantell, husband of the suf-
fering woman.
As she grew worse and her cries
reached through the large btsild'rrg
the employes of the hospice v re
ordered to pray in the dining rooin:
At the some time a special prayr
meeting was conrevenerr in •tbe
man's parlor of ,the hotel and tt?
guests offered their prayers.
WE ARE NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALUES IN WALLPA.
PER THAT HAS EVER BEEN OFFERED.
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS WE HAVE TO
OFFER you. . ems al IS NC. .1101517§
titter=ttintrettten=1=01=1113111111
For tile next few days Wallpa-
per  that is usually  sold elsewhere
St 20 centa per roll, we will sell for
15c per rolL
..Paper usually sold at Toe we will
sell for fte.
....Paper usually sold at Sc we will
cell at sc.
We carry a large and complete
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
and Window Shades in all colors.
A large line of roofing and build-
ing papers, canvass and tack*.
:111121=122=MUSITSTIIMSTIS=1
Co LEE









for Sick and Injured Only.
ars SOUTH THIRD STREET. 11
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. OLD PHONE No.





SUNDAY IN CITY AND
aandall Finch Buried Sunday—Negro
Killed by Engine Still
Unidentified.
Henry Greenwell's day-old infant
boy died old' infant boy died Sunday
morning at their home near Mixon's
Mill out in the county, and was buried
yesterday at' the Sanderson cemetery
4.Cr*: aicinity.
Another Child.
The ten months-old son of Mr.
Boe,tl Grubbs, died Sunday morning
at their home near Palma, aMrsha;1
county, after a three days' illIness
with pneumonia. The remains were
buried yesterday at the Bethlehem
•ceniettry.
Another Cherub Expired.
Theto-months-old son of Mr. arta
Mrs. T. As Maple died yesterday at
thc home of M%-s. Maple's mother.
Mrs Lewis, out mar Tyler, where
they were visiting. The little one
died fpnemminia and was buried at
at Oak Grove cemetery yesterday.
Finch Buried.
Sunday morning Coroner Frank
Baker held an inquest over the re-
mains of Rand:Ill Finch. colored, who
dropped dead Saturday night in front
of T 24 Kentucky avenue of heart
trouble. The jury returned a verdict
to On.: effect, and the remains were
• 'then siterred by M'attil and Meer.
at the county cemetery.
Identity Remains Mystery.
Coronet Baker, Sunday morning.
held an inquest over the remains of
the negro cut in twain by the N. C.
2nd St. L. engine near the stoclwar(l-.
Nothing could be found to identify
him. while no one seemed to know
hi) the unfortunate was. The jury
returned the following verdict, and
afterwards the remains were interred
in the county cemtery.
"We. the jury. duly sworn and
empancled to investigate into the
death of the unknown negro, whose
body lies before us, find that he came
to his death by being run over by
an engine, the accident being auna-
voidable and attributed to no care-










NOTHING TO BE DONE THIS
SUMMER EXCEPT RE-
PRINT SCENERY.
• Manager Malone Will 
Open The
Casino Next Monday Night for
the Summer.
Manager Thomas Roberts of The
Kentucky theatre has closed the
playhouse for the summer as all the
plays booked for this season have
been presented. There will not be
much to do this summer as regards
renovating the place, as last year
hundreds of dollars were spent and
the interior put in first class condi-
tion. Between now and fall the
scenery will be re-painted and a few
minor improvements made 
Manager Roberts is booking his pro-
ductions for the coming season.
The Park Casino.
Next Monday evening Manager
William Malone will open The
A Casino at Wallace park for this sea-
son and promises to have a most
popular and- talented vaudeville com-
pany on the boards all the time. For
several weeks he has been getting
things in shape for the season. The
last of this week members of his
troupe will begin arriving in order to
be ready for the opening.
&gnaw Theatre In Town.
Several weeks %go a Mr. Loeb of
Illinois was here and gave it out that
be would start a summer theatre at
tse6 Broailway as soon as Hawkins
brothers moved their cafe and con-
fectionary back across the street to
their old stand, which was partially
'destroyed when the side wall fell
several weeks ago:
East evening the Messrs. Hawkins
moved back across the street, there-
Tore Afr. T.och's return can he looked
for at any time, he to prepare for
the summer season.
WOODFORD ( AN UNTOLD STORY.• 
440W ONE LIFE ENDED IN
COUNTY MAN MYSTERY.
13 TO RECEIVE THE .FIRST
CARNEME MEDAL IN KEN-
TUCKY.
He Rescued a Comrade • at the'
Risk of His Own
Life.
Lexington, Ky., May 14—The first
man in Kentucky to receive recog-
nition by the Carnegie Hero Fund
Conuniesion is Rufus K. Combs, of
Midway, who saved the life of Rich-
attsrecs. The resre-
sentative of the Carnegie Hero Fund,
according to information just re-
ceived from the Woodford county
village, is en route to make the
award. ,
Godson had a gasoline engine in
his yard, used for lighting his resi-
dence, and the thing was out of
order and the gas was escaping.
He had gone into the manhole to
fix it and was overcome. His family
spread the alarm, and soon twenty
people were on the scene, but would
not venture in. Combs, tying a
rope about his body, entered the
place. After some difficulty - be
handed Godwin up to the open air.
It was necessary to drag Combs
from the place with the rope.
REPORT IS DENIED
RUMOR OF REINSURANCE OF
MUTUAL LIFE BUSINESS
UNTRUE.
Vice President McClintock Does Not
Think There Is Any Chance
of Such Action.
New York, May 14,--The Tribune
tsday says: Emory McClintock, vice-
prsiden of the Mutual Life Insurance
company, who is in charge of the
itimpany's agency business in all
parts ui the world, was astonished
last night when a cable message
irom London saying that the North
British and Mercantile company
might take over the policies of the
Mutual Life amounting to $45,000
was read to him. He said be was
not prepared to. believe that the Brit-
sh had agreed to every-
thing it was represented as having
offered. When Mr. McClintock had
recovered from his surprise he said:
"That is certainly femorimble, but
it may be true. I feel confident thy
the policyholders will not enter into
any such arrangement' in any great
number. A very small porportion of
the policy holders will be deceived
by it. It will be the worst thing
they could • do. They would get no
more safety and worse results. Any
policyholder wfio has been in the
Mutual Life for any length of OM*
would lose the benefit of . all he has
paid into the company. In the first
&ace. although that sable message
makes announcement to thy message
makes announcement to the contray.
the North British and Mercantile will
not accept such policyholders with-
out medical examination."
That I). C. Haldeman, former
manager of London for the Mutual,
and who it Is announced will join
the North British and Mercantile
company, could take over much of
the business of the Mutual to an'
other company Mr. McClintock said
was preposterous. He added that he
He added that he did not see how
any respectable company would en-
gage in such an enterprise. A week
ago Mr. McClintock had arranged to
said for Europe on Tuesday of next
week in order to try to straighten
nu e si ua ton. in ng n
suade the French government to
rescind some of the restrictions it
..as placed on American insurance
companies doing business there. He
said the news from London would
not hasten his departure.
Moonlight excursion on steamer
Louisiana, given by Barkeepers'
union, Tuesday, May isth. Tickets
50 cents
HIT BY ENGINE.
Ice Wagon of Henry Petter Demol-
ished Yesterday.
Yesterday morning about daylight
Henry Sulver, of Fitter's ice wagon,
Was driving along Eleventh where
the T. C. tracks cross at Broadway
when the team became scared,
grafted ruttning away and the vehicle
Was struck by a passing engine on
reaching the tracks. The wagon








BY L Z. FRIEDMAN.
They warned him when he ,entered
the hospital that the operation was
-garotte, that there was but Hales
of its success and that it must
done, so to say, at his own risk
But he heard the surgeons' verdict
without flinching, even without any
change of expression. 'then he said
curtly and decidedly, although indit
ferently, like a man to whom life is
matter of no consequence: "Very well
go ahead."
During the week he rested in the pri
rate ward of the hospital before the
operation the doctors, and more par-
ticularly the nurses, found in him the
element of the mysterious that begin.
by piquing our curiosity and ends bg
friesir.atins It. Ile was in the prime of
life, evidently cultured, refined and
well-to-do; a Jew of the finest type,
oval featured, dark and. strikingly
handsome—No much was apparent on
the surface of things. But all subtle
attempts to pierce beneath that sur-
face and learn more about him he
thwarted with an inscrutable smile or
turned aside with a bored look, as it
his affairs were of no importance to
him and, therefore, could be of no
earthly interest to anybody else.
To Miss Marcy, the pretty Canadian
nurse who cared for hIns he seemed
the most remote, the most detached
person she had ever met in all her va-
ried professional 'experience. The more
she saw of him the inure she wondered
why it was that life made no appeal to
him and had no charms for him. Be-
fore long her wonder left her and a
vague, inexplicable pity for him usurp-
ed its place.
Hs had no 'visitors and, furthermore
he seemed to care about none, for he
rejected in his polite but peremptory
way all Miss Marcy's efforts to enter-
tain him. He read nothing, not even
the newspapers, and lay perfectly still,
his big black eyes fastened on ties bare
wall, the expression an his face died,
immovable and unvarying, as If his
mind were always considering the
same thoughts and were held in bond-
age by them like a prisoner in the four
walls of his cell.
The day after the operation, which
proved unsucceesfui, as the surgeons
feared, his vitality ebbed low. When
the night came the interne beckoned
Miss Marcy into the hall and said tc
her: "It is doubtful whether or not
your patient can live untl morning. I
think you acetic to tell him so."
She reentered the room softly, wait-
ed a moment or two and then, making
sure that she had herself firmly in
hand, started to break the mournful
news to him as geatly and indirectly
as she could, but before she had fairly
begun he cut her short with a wave of
his hand and said: "I know."
"There may be somebody whom you
Wish to have here," she suggested,
overawed.
His face, pale now as death Itself,
looked reflective and he gave no an-
1111111T. Miss Marcy, thinking he had
forgotten it, repeated her remark.
"No," he answered firmly.
"Do you wish to dictate a letter to
armybody?" she asked.
He hesitated a seoand, evidently pon-
dering, and then answered as before:
"No."
She waited awhile, busying herself
In making him as comfortable as she
Would under the forlorn cireumstancea,
and then she inquired meekly, as if
afraid of a refusal In advance: "Is
there anything you want done."
"I wotild appreciate it," he said
eagerly In a flask of returned vitality:
"if you would brace ma up against
the pillows and let me smoke."
She attended to his request, placing
kis box of black, thick cigars on the
table beside him. He lit one and
puffed away as coolly as if ha had un-
til all eternity to finish it, his big
black eyes fastened piercingly on the
nurse. la the semi-darkness of the
room his cigar and his flashing black
eyes made three vivid lights—two of
them unnaturally bright.
Now and then he laid aside his cigar
and moved his lips as if about to speak.
The nurse felt her heart beat quicker,
knowing if he spoke he would reveal
the mystery that enwrapped him and
disclose the secret that she dreaded
but none the less longed to hear. But
he frowned, wrinkling his high fore-
lead, and fell to smoking again.
Miss Marcy suddenly became aware
That-iirxwfurnattre -WILUghlbg -611-111-
the dying man's hoart, that some great,
overwhelming desire commanded him
to speak and that a pride equally mas-
terful ordered him to keep his lips
sealed. This battle and the dread cir-
cumstances amid which It was being
fought awed her, touched her with a
sense of the terrible, almost of the
supernatural.
He threw away one half-smoked
cigar to light another and another, lift-
ing them away from his lips as if to
begin his ominous confession, but the
struggle still continued, with the ad-
vantage In favor of pride, and he ut-
tered not a word, not stayllable.
The night crept on and on as if it
comprised all time, as If It were pur-
posely delaying He end for this man
to speak. The silence became tined'
tiltnible, oppressive, terrifying, as V it
might break any moment, without
warning, Into a peal that would shake
the foundation of the hospital.
His eyes burned brighter and bright-
er, consuming the tires of his life as
they burned; then suddenly, at the
approach of the dawn, the closed for-
ever, his last cigar droppid from ide
mouth, an inscrutable smile flitted
across his face as if to proclaim pride's
victory, and he passed away, taking his
sweet with him, leaving his saysteep
ussolved.—Chtertgo Daily News.,
CHINA GETS NO RAILROAD9-01111"—
Not Benefited in That ittspect by
the Japan-Russ .‘
War.
After the war is-ever CUa Audit
herself in status quo as rat-
roads go. The yar is cred ed with
little influence in producing the prac-
tical deadlock in railway construction
now obtaining in the celestial empire.
An adequate railroad system would be
a wonder worker, so great are its pos-
sibilities, but while the Chinese ap-
preciate the need of some railroading
to supplement the work of their can-
als and coolies,.they have no realize-.
Lion of the development of a country
by railroads. The amount of goods
transported by coolies and in northern
China by carts is almost beyond be-
lief. In the interior of the greater por-
tion of the country coolies and canals
carry all the freight. What this means
can be understood fairly when it is
known that there is practically no
railroad service at all in the more
populous and richest parts of an em-
pire of 400,000,000 people or more.
Most of the roads are scarcely worthy
the name. In the northern provinces
the traffic in carts of a rough sort
dominates the entire movement of
goods to the seaboard. When water-
ways are frozen a great part of the
year this is of neeessity the ease. It
Is in such regions that the first hold
of the railroads hai come. When the
empire is served at all it is served by
waterways. Along the Chinese coast
there is. a series of navigable rivers
coming down from the iaterior, a
series which has few equals the world
over. From the Yalu and Pei-Ho at
the north to West river, pawing
through Canton in the south, these
rivers seem to be formed to reach In-
land from the coast, connecting noi
only the coast cities with the interior
cities, but the interior cities with each
other by way of the coast as well.
About midway between the north and
south the great Yangtse reaches far
into the interior, nsylgah:e almost to
the weste*n border of the empire, and
')y its tributaries offering still further
connections with interior points.
These streams are supplemented by
canals, large and small, until the whole
Yangtze snd Yellow river plains are a
vast network of waterways designed
originally largely for irrigation and
now used also for transportation.
IN THE LEAVES OF PLANTS
lteauty and Fragrance of ItifiaibeiTa-
riety in the Myriad
Forms.
The wonderful variety in the shape
of leaves is among the ch:ef source*
of beauty in the world tr 'iants, mays
the London Spectator. They vary
from the "simple" egg-shaped leaf of
the laurel or the India robber plant
to the' intricate and exquisite "cut.
ting" seen in those of the maiden-hair
fern, the yellow briar-rose, the acan
thus, or the fig. The "cutting" in the
diffi rest :peck's of parsley is among
'the most elaborate of all; but it would
be olfficult indeed to attempt to say
which is the most beautiful in form.
The wild geraniums are as elaborated
as the parsley*. In some foreign
plants the leaf has the brilliant hue
commonly enjoyed only by flowers, the
poinsettias showing this in perfection
with their pure vermilion leases at the
top of the stem. In what are known
to gardeners as "foliage plants," main-
ly from the tropical and subtropical
regions, a scheme of color is given as a
rule, by the contrast In tint of the
ribs and veins of the leaves with the
tissues tilling In the network so formed.
Milky white, bright yellow, crimson,
or red usually marks the framework of
the leaf, while the "filling" Is dark
green. In other plants this scheme of
ornament is reversed.
Scents and perfumes, not less deli-
cious than those distilled from flow.
ere and blossoms, arc often given out
by leaves. There are those who pro-
fess to detect a purer and more deli-
cate odor in these leaf-scents than In
the perfume of flowers; and though
this Is a matter of personal taste and
sensation, there is some reason to
agree with this refinesnent of the
sense of smell. The odor of the lemon
plant, or of the leaves of musk, and,
above all, the perfume of the sweet
briar leaves, are among ,the most
"clean" and refreshing in ail the cate-
gory of sweet scents.
Couldn't Find It.
The neighbors having dropped In In-
Walry- po
evening, Mrs. Suthron suggests that If
her husband will gather some mint from
the mint bed in the garden, she will mix
for them a genuine Kentucky Julep. Mr.
Suthron, who has indulged in a matt r
Of seven or eight genuine Kentucky
Juleps prior to the arrival of the guests,
goes willingly in search of the desired
garnishment for the drink. He re-
mains in the garden quite awhile, and
finally the others go out to ascertain
what causes the delay.
"Why don't you bring the mint in,
dear?" his wife calls.
From somewhere in the darkness
tomes The testy response:
"Jane, I've eaten my way twice
around this lot. I've chewed geranium
leaves grass, catnip, tulips, onions. sage
and burdock, but blamed if I can lied a









"Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's
Time which k your time.
Underwood Typewriter Co.,
241 Broadway, New York.
Main and Fourth Sts., Louisville.
CENIT IS -ILL IT Wla COST YONto write for our big FREE BICYCLE catalogue
I 
showing the most complete line cf high-gradeBICYCLES, TIRES and SUNDRIEs at PRICE.BELOW any other manufacturer or dealer in the world,
•DO NOT BIlY A BICYCLE ?at WO. prlte
Of On an", kind of tows, until you have received our complete Free Cita,toffees illustrating and describing every kind of high-grade and low.gr94,bicycles, old patterns and latest models, and learn of our remarkable LOSS/PRICES and wonderful new offers made possible by selling f rota factorsdirect to rider with no middlemen's profits.
WE &VIP ON APritolYAL without a cost Aporif, Pay the Freight antiallow 10 Days Fres rind and make other liberal terms which no one,house in the world will do. You will learn everything and get much vainable inforisation by simply writing us a postaL
We need • Nikki. Along in every town and can offer an opportunit,to maize money to suitabit young men who apply at once.
$8.50 PIINCTIIRE-PROOF TIRES " LY
Primo 1
.50 per pair. .80 $4.80o Introdlommo ea Palk
We Will Sell IOUS, TACKS
You a SA (ffl GLASS
Pair for trail; OUT THE AIR
WONT LET
(CASH WITH ORDEN 1114.55)
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of 15 years experience in tire
making. No danger from THORNS, CAC-
TUS. PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can
be vulcanized like any other tire.
Two Hundred Thousand pairs iron in actual use. Over
Seventy-live Tbeesand pairs sold last year.
DEPORIPTNINV Made itt all sizes. It is lively and easy riding, very durable and lined hatewith a special quality of rubber, winch never becomes porous and which closes rip small punctureswithout allowing the air to escape.
Rotas. the thick rubber tread
"A" and prawaturs "B"
AAA "E." ales aims
to pearled ries estalng. Tide
tire will essekte_ a Ulf Slier
anaka-SOTT, ELASTIC wadi
EASY SIDING. 0
e have hundreds of Is from satisfied customers statingthat their tires have only been pempedupouceor twice in • whole season. They weigh no more thanan ordinary tire, the puncture resisting qualities being Orem by several layers of thin, speciallyprepared &brie on the trea4. That "Holdin Dads" amusodity felt when riding on asphaltor soft roads is wren-anteby the patent 'Aids prevents all air from beingsqueezed out between the tire and the road thasovertosalug all issetiots. The regular price of these4rft is Apo per pair, but for advertising purposes we are making • medal to the riderel only $6.8o per pair. 411 orders shipped IBMe day letter is received. We ship coo. on approval.Toe do not pay • cent Until you have examined and found thew strictly as ted.We will alWw • essh dassount of 5 per cent (thersispesaldsg the price $4.15 per pair) if you sendFULL CASH WITS Omega and enclose this advertisement. We will also send one nickelplated bows hand pump wad two Ilaarpson metal puncture closers os full paid orders (these metalpuncture closers to be used in camel intentional knife cuts or heavy gashes). Tires to be returnedat OUR expense if lot any ressou they are not satisfactory on examination.
We are perfectly reliable and money sent to us is as safe as In • bank. Ask your Postmaster,hanker, Repress or Freight Agent or the Editor of this paper about us. If you order • pair ofthese tires, you will and that they will rille easier, run faster, wear better, last longer and lookliner than any tire you have ever used or seen at any price. We know that you will be so well pleasedthat when you want a bicycle you will give us your order. We want you to send ea • small trialorder at once, bence this remarkable tire offer.
ballt-up-wheele, saddles, pedals, parts and repairs, and00AST/ER-111/611/f ES, everything in the bicycle line are sold by us at half theism&prices charged by dealers and repair men. Write for our big SUNDRY catalogue.
DO NOT WAIT butvrh;"aPftcday. DO N OP BUYING leo apirr  from anyone know ekew ak: 
wonderful offers we are making. It only costs • postal to learn everything. Write it NOW.
MD CYCLE COMPANY, Doptio`JL" CIICAIO. ILL
NexttoWashio IS
Fore!
Here Is a little golf story from the
time of King James I. Prince Henry
was about to drive off from the tee
and asked his tutor to stand out of the
way. The tutor did not hear, and an
attendant called out' "Beware that
you hit not Muter Newton." Prince
Heal'', drew back his hand, but ob-
served regretfully: "Had I dons so I
had but ppld Tay debta."4,
A.
.The most despised drudgery of housekeeping is the care of the
several fires and the sweeping up of the aegis and dust they pro-
duce. Unless, of course, you own a
Hot, Water or Steam System
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-- Anyone failing ta_tatelee.this Faker
regularly should report Use smatter to
The Register office at once,. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
Tuesdy Morning, May 75, igo6.
Give Citg a Square Deal. .
It is about time for the city au-
thorities to talcs a firm stand with all
people who have contracts with the
city or who work for the city, and
give those people to understand ev-. •
ery obligation assumed by them mustsoe
be carried out to the letter. That the
city is entitled to and will demand
700 cents on every dollar it pays out;
and that work for the city must be
done in a business-like manner and ;11
prompt Manner.
For eight or teri months the pub-
lic has been depriwed of the use of the
sidewalks on Jefferson street from
Fifth street to Second street, and on
Kentucky avenue from First to
Fourth street. The contractors hav-
ing apparently abandoned that work
to do other work out near the 
edge
of the city. There is no excuse f
or
the city tolerating this kind of 
busi-
ness; the people pay the taxes, own
the streets and their comfort and
convenience comes before that of
anyone else.
Because the contractor says he 
can-
not get cinders does not help the mat-
ter any. If the lack of cinders is to
stop the improvements, the city had
just as well stop letting contracts or
substitute something else for cinders.
The (mills and factories in Paducah
have been running all winter and the
contractor should have mak his ar-
rangementa. for a supply of cinders.,
In every contract the city is expected,
to comply with its part to the very
letter and the interest of the public
demand that contractors be required
to do likewise. •
There is another instance and that
.is the street signs. They have been
here in Paducah fur several weeks,
and as yet have not been pot up. The
work is in the hands of the street
inspector with instructions a month
ago to hire men and put them up,
but we understand that be is waiting
on a mechanic to finish another job
before taking the city's job, and thus
the matter is put off to suit Some-
ont s convenience and the public, who
pays the bills, is expected to stand
ft. In public aliairs, the people first
and all others :itferwards is our;
motto.
The Questio:-. Before the Council.
At the meetleso, of the board of
aldermen last nig,ht Members Starks,
Pahnir and Hubbard manifested a
dispoaition to prevent the people
front votingtos a prcopositi on for bonds
Jot a water and light plant. The only
ouestion before the general council at
this time is whether or not the voters
ef this city s'hall ,be given the op-
,p %flunky to vote on the preposition.
If the general council is in favor of
submitting the question co the peo-
ple the next thing in order is to as-
cestain the approximate cost:to erect
or :buy the plants. and ix the date of
the .election.
Ail of this would have to be em-
bode d in the ondinanees and those
details are -entirely with the general
council. It weitill be nonsense -for
the general council to undertake the
work sif getting up the details utilizes
it first determined w'hrther or not a
vote is rto lie taken. The lower board
fight between the people and the core
poratians and every man must take
one side or the other, and not try to
carry water ori both shoulders.
•
The lecaths in Paducah for t)cis is
the smallest netinber for five years,
and that too in the face of an increase
of about ohe thousand each year in
esonulation. The figures are not, 630;
1902, 528; 19034 533; 1904, 487; 1905,
483-
first place we believe that
somethiog like seven other
prominent metnbere of the board of
aldermen, but we fear the News-Dem-
ocrat does Alderman Palmer an in-
justice in ctediting him with being
in favor of the people having a chance
tO yOtc on tocnds for a water and
light plant. If that paper is correct,
hOwever, then Mr. Palmer, by his
actions and voting last night in the
board of Aldermen, did all that a man
could possibly do to prevent that
board from giving the people tint
privilege
If Alderman Palmer had only been
a little 'more specific as to what kind
of educational work should first be
done, the people would understand
Wm better, and as he Its supposed to
represent the whole . people they are
entitled to know just where he stands
on evcry „proposition that affects the
people.
,04. cti4'He makes one4 P owever,
when he thinks the Jesople of this
city are not educated upon what they
need. While Mr. Palmer has been
a citizen of Paducah some five or six;
years, there ine people here who have
seen Paducah grow from a village to
a thriving city: They have voted rail-
road bonds, built streets and other
improvements that attracted Mr.
Palmer to core here and locate., and
we are glad to haves_hinj with as, and
will be tileased to lhave him educate
our people op on what they should
have. Ile is no doubt a good busi-
ness man, at least one fact proves
that to us, and that is, he owns his
own electric light plant at his mill;
of course iloolcs ,a little inconsistent
fur him to oppose the icity producing
its own lights, but when it comes tei
looking after his own interests he
seems to be able in take care of him-
self.
Another inistake Ms. Palmer makes is
in thinking -the, -*fatting class of peo-
ple do not know what a big undertak-
ing" this bond propositiou is. As the
editor of 'a newspaper and constantly
in contact with all classes of people
it is our candid opinion that the aver-
age working man is the best posted
class of tnen in the city on public
questions, and far more independent
in thought, word and action than the
merchant, the mannfarturer or the
professional man.
The three latter classes have what
is called goo4 policy, which is bin
another same:for stamina.
The working class have no patrons
to please or displease, anti conse-
•quently ale more indicpendent than
the average merchant or professional
wrian.
Mr. Palmer is said to be strictlyi
against norticipal ownership, somel
aernething that the public already
knew, but fayors an ordinance for an
election after the people have been
fully informed in every ,particulor. In
other words, if the people can be
bre.roght to seie the light ;in which it
is eiteaved by' Mr. Palmer, thee. he
is in favor of giving theft a vote sm
the ievestion.
HMV would it do to tutu an Of-
Educating the People.
One of the corporation organs yes-
terday said:
"Earl Palmer; a prominent member
of the hoard has said the people
-should" haiir-f:h-e----011'ffcre"T0---3tote---crrt
issuing bonds for the two plants but
that there should be no hurry about
it because some educational work
should first be done. The people, es-
pecially the working class of people,
do not know what a big undertaking
this -would be for the city and it
would take the city several weeks to
get figures showing what each plant
would cost approximately. He is
strictly against municipal ownersnip
but favors the ordinance calling for
the election after the people have




front steps. Next thing
will be dangerous to do
work.
.• . oar•war
fiosition as a member of the general
council to prevent ti('e people from
voting, on the proposition. The peo-
ple of this. city are not in need of a
guaidzan jetst-yets- and after- -Mr.
Palmer has been here long enough to
get acquainted with the people he
will find that they are just about as
intelligent as people in °thee parts of
the cotintry, and cau-size-up--a man in
result is too badly apparent ta justi-
fy comment. "Idleness," said Benja-
public life just about as quick as the .nun Franklin, "taxes with a heavier
hand thNi parliaments or kings."
Franklin was eternally right; but it
is not so much the idleness of the
officeholder as it is the idleness of
the respectable American voter who
fails to qualify upcn1 electiop day.
"The privilege of sufferage wag once
considered as the  priceless heritage
or citizenship. The time has come
when its exercise must be demanded.
Latent American citizenship must
awaken. Penny wisdom and pound
foolishness were long since discredit-
ed. Ameriean officials must repre.
sent the sovereign choice of all
America. Government must still be
that "government for the whole" for
uhich George Washington. pleaded.
Perhaps a law may be required which
shall require every citizen to vote
upon every election day, except in
case of sickness or death, under pen-
alty of conviction for a misdemeanor.
Whatever the proper remedy, it can•
not come too soon."
next city.
On Monday of last week a Louis-
ville negro was adjudged insane be-
cause he wanted to work. Saturday
the Cooks' union of a Northern, city
had a woman arrested for lunacy. be-
cause she insisted on scrubbing
we kpow it
ally kind of*
The rake will not gather in much
Standard Oil. It would be like cat-
irg soup with. a fork.-Memphis
Commercial Appeal.
If the rake fails, Teddy is just
stienuous enough to use a manure
shovel, a In Mr. Hercules in the
Augean stables.
That combination between Sthe
General Paper Co. and twenty-three
other similar concerns has been
"busted" by the - attorney




The difference between Gov. Bob
Taylor,' senator-elect from 'Ten-
nessee and the average senator is
that Bob does all ,of his fiddling be-
for entering into 'office.
The dog is the only friend a man
Fes in the animal kingdom. Even
chickens would kill us if they could




The housewife that can keep
cook is fit to rule a kingdom.
a
Every Citizen Should Be Compelled
to Vote.
Several years ago The Register ad-
vanced the idea that ev ry citizen
should he required to vote at every
election, except where prevented by
!licitness of himself or family, or ab-
sence from the city, and where lie
failcd to vote, except for those causes,
that he be disfranchised for the next
few years. We pointed out that un-
der our law where a man fails ter\
register he is disfranchked for a year,
and it would be no greater hardship
on the man who deliberately refuses
to vote, to disfranchise him for two
rearS. This, we urged as an incentive
to the indifferent voter to take an
interest in public affairs. The idea to
our mind ,was a good one but we have
never read anything on that line nntil
the May issue of Spare Moments in
an article on '1Whats the Matter
With America?" The writer of that
article would have the failure to vote
made a misdemeatior, but we belie 
the disfranchisement to come nearer
fslving th problem.
In the article he says:
"Government is what we make it.
No man ever made a law or adminis-
tcred one N410 was not, directly or
indirectly, elected to ofice. Election
has always been by popular majority.
The people in the final analysis, .are
recp-nsible for the results of govsern-
ment because they are alone respon-
scible for making it. So let us take
the situation home. Who put the
thief in office? We (lid. No, you
say, I didn't do it; it was the thug
and the alley-rat who were bought
up by the other fellow. Yes; but,
trn in one while The thug MLA
ng you were so busy with yotte pri-
vate business that you forgot to go
near the polls.
"Too many good citizens are mere-
ly negative bad citizetsk; They siS
badt-..% conttflacently assure thenV-
selvar at they are good Altitens
because they violate no They
zre too self-centered to turn iito
uPore election day and see, to the
selection of the proper officials to
nuke and administer government.
They vote once in four years-and
the presidential canvass is least int-
portant of all to them personally as
a matter of 'fact. Oki all colitr, vot•
wig days they cannot leave the shop
or factory. They know the nun who
is on record as favoring the proposi- dinatice giving elle people the right to buys votes is eternally abroad. They
tion, and if If. _lessee. Starks, Palmer. vote on the question and. ehen for,
 know that he never ba et rs vete with-
.cut intending to get his money back.
and. Hubbard, or any one of then% Mk. Palmer and the corporations to- The election briber is no
will so vote, that question •will be take the stump or vt)te corporation Thropist. He is no eleemosynary in -
settled, and Ac general council canI newspapers, and educate the people vtitution. lie expects to realize on
then pioraf pa d draw up an ordi- lon the beauties lot priVate ownership his investment, lie can't realize off
sanc.sested in . t I" position. The and monopoly?. The advocates or of the nian whom he buys-h!canse
vo• now just %...s,,re ,_t"e /II ry much in- 1 inuoicipal ownerstOp expect\ 0PP0111-i 
no such a man is for sale. ,4vTieb exi
i !ibility of reuni ''-' Mae and will: tion and cheerfully accord to every:4 ying..ta at home tending strictly to.
• pects to realize off the man n A
be h card 
' n
to leton the 
respon- man the right to think and act for business, tooiraccupied in condlitereistl
. 
-' quest oi n. eople
4 
himself, but they do object to Mr. pusuits to give, himself thirty min-
utes' vacation for a walk tb the polls.Flamer or any other man using his
The, man who stays at home may
earn a dollar more on one week's
balance sheet. He may lose a thous-
and because of the maladministra-
tion of the man whom his vote might
-have eTeeted.
'There is too great apathy' among
the business men of America regard-
ing politics. Even the word itself
is shunned as a thing unclean. The
The Dangers of Monopoly.
(Courier-)ournal.)
From a democratic standpoint
there cannot be two sides to the
controversy over the lighting ordi-
nance. In no event should any
single company be placed in a po-
sion; where, to all 'ntents and pur-
poses, it may exercise a monopoly.
The sole remedy against monopoly
is competition-active, certain compe-
tition. We perfectly understand
that twi competitors may ultimately
combine and rob the peoixle of their
advantage. Hence let in a third, or
leave the door open for a third to
come in, dr forbid combination. Nor
let any member of the general coun-
cil deceive himself by the pretense
that the Louisville Lighting Com-
pany is not after a monopoly. Noth
ing else will answer_ its puroose. For
nothing less would it put lint] such
efforts. On this point the! public
cannot be duped, and -the ps.ople will
licit put up with any subterfuge, or
special pleading.
The only safe way out of the pres-
ent dilemma is to pass the Atherton-
Jones ordinance and the Chatterson
ordinance, and leave all parties to
fight it out among themselves.
Othcreise, the democratic city ad-
ministration not only placfoi itself in
an illogical position, it not only ex-
poses itself to just and certain re•
sentment, but it leaves up•rn itz pro-
ceeding the shadow of a suspicion
which will react upon i! as surely.
and as dieastronsly aa if it were an
indictment sworn to and proved be
fore a grand jury.
We are being constantly told of the
city's stock in the Louisville Light
ing Company. it is in no manner
of danger. But, if it pos-essed twice
the value it does possess, we were
better to throw it into the Ohio
river than go on confirming monop-
oly and stifling competi•ion, and all
at the dictation of a rich and power-
ful corporation, which grew rtch an.1
powerfdl becuttar of a Prolonged
license to charge as i, -ileased and
do as it pleased, and \ hich never
even thought of cornii14 down to
reasonable rates until it 'vas brought
to book and confronted with compe-
tition.
If for -any consideration the demo-
cratic managers made any aegreement
with the Louisville Lighting Com-
pany in the last campaign to pro•
tett it against what its managers
might call hostile legislation-for
that is freely charged-then it was
a one-sided contract, wrgng in itself,
discreditable to both parries to it and
certain of grievous consequence. at
least to one of them.
It le up to yon. •gentlemen. Th.
Costlier-'Journal is your friend, not
your enemy. It meant all it said in
the last municipal campaign. "Give
a flog a bad name—" You know
the adage, gentlemen!
• The Limit of Shame.
(Memphis Commercial Appeal)
The Commercial Appeal regrets to
say that yesterday's primary election
in Shelby county was a criminal
farce We have taken no sides ;n
the senatorial campaign, but have en-
deavored to treat each candidate
fairly., We felt that they were both
democrats in good standing and that
the State woulk sustain no damage
in the electiA .of either of them.
We urged upon elm political workers
the importance of a fair election.
Memphis has not occupied a credit-
able position recently, in her eltc-
tion, and we hoped that in the sena-
tr.rial primary she would recover
acme of her lost ,reputation. Bid
yesterday's primary was simply a
burning disgrace. There was no in-
terest taken here in yesterday's elec-
tion, and not one-half of the .nornr,1
vote Was east. There isn't ft person
of adult intelligence in Memphis wlio
does not know that 553 votes were




the Ninth, or 678 in the Fifth, or
512 in the Fourth, or 615 in the
Sixth. In one of the wards, where
133 votes had been cast at' 3 o'clock,
there were Over boo baillots in the
°Tao c k when the_polls were
closed. This was found to be 200
or 3oo more than the white voters in
the ward, so it was scaled down ac-
cordingly. If this sort of villainous
county, no honest man 'tan afford to
be a candidate for office, and there
will be no need for any honest man
to vote. Yefterday's primary reached
the limit of corruption and grand lar-
ceny, but there is no way to punish
the thieves, as the election was not
held under the forms of law. Just
how long the peopde of this com-
Lutelitv arc JiLOillg_ to submit  la _such
shameless farces as that of yester-
day, we do not pretend to say, but
it is certain that they will not stand
for it forever. There is bound to be




The Hustlers has for several years
past, advocated the municipal own-
ershp of public utilities, such as
lights, water works, sewers, etc. The
reason why the Hustler has advo-
cated municipal ownership is the fact
that Madisonville is a growing city,
and franchises for these things will
in time be very profitable and valu-
able from a money-making stand-
point and of greater importance to
the city by reason of having these
matters at all time under the control
of. the people of the city, so that
necessary changes in the price and
changes in service may be made
whenever the public interests de-
snare],
The Hustler believes that conditi•
ion in Madisonvile are peculiarly
favorable to municipal ownership.
Fuel is cheap, and the use of light
and water by private consumers is
and will be unusual for cities of the
size id Madisonville. The Hustler
honestly believes from a careful in-
vestigation of the matter that the
city can install its own light plant
and save not only the cost of the
street lights but receive a handsome
profit from the sale of incandescents
to private consumers. It can furnish
a day current whenever the time ar-
rives to make It advisable and it
is plain ifte that time is now here.
In all there, atints the city can safe-
guard the .intereies of the city and
that of private consumers.
The Hustler believes that it would
be well for the city council, even
though Mr. Bailey positively refused
recently to make a proposition to
sell, to at this time consider any
proposition made by him in good
faith to turn over his' plant to the
city. While he may, by his own ac
tient, have let the time pass when he
has a right to ask this consideration,
yet the Hastier feels that it would
be doing .nothing wrong to go out of
the way some, to show that the
council is willing to do him the ut-
most justice.
The Hustler believes that if Mr.
11:.iley is in absolute good faith in
vow proposing to sell the city his
tient (and we do not question that)
he should submit to the city a defi-
nite proposition what he will take
for his plant. The Hustler does not
believe it would be fair to the city
to base the price of bis plant upon
the business he has been doing. He
can do no business without the per-
mission of the council. The fran-
chise of the plant belongs to the
city and not to the Bailey Light &
Water Co. All that he has to sell
the city, as the Hustler sees it, is the
equipment, poles, wires, and other
things entering into the physical
plant. The Hustler as a taxpayer
and citizen of the city, and as the
personal friend of Mr. jlailey, wouN
respectfully recommend to the mem ,
hers of the council that they, even
at this time, consider seriously and
ltberally, any proposition Mr. Bailey
will make to them to turn over this
plent to the city, at anything like a
fair price for the same 
This is not based on the idea that
any courtesy is due anybody in the
matter, but the Hustler would ,like
to sec the city come • into possession
of the lighting of .the city (and the
Hustler shall continue to advocate
that this 'be done until it is done, or
all hope of its being done disappear)
but we see no reason why if Mr.
Bailey Is 'sincere and the council are
sincere. he Will riot make a definite
proposition ,as to what he will take
for his plant in so many dollars, and
cents, and why if This is done, the
council will not consider it.upon its
merits and do all they can mutually
to settle the question honorably and
fairly.
The Rustler willitite what course
things take and will later express its
candid opinion as to which paefS( 'is
right-In-the meantime, the .111.19t-
ler is in faveor of installing a muni-
cipal plant.
Moonlight excursion on steamer
Louisiana, given by Barkeepers'














Back of every Policy of
THE MUTUAL LIFE
of New York stands
The First tAii;iicil Life In-







Than any other Compay in the
....World...
TIME ELM
BE WISE AND GZT A GOOD
CLOCK OR HAVE YOUR PRES-
ENT ONES PUT IN FIRST-
CLASS ORDER WE DO THE
FINEST KINDS OF REPAIR
WORK ON ALL KINDS OR
CLOCKS AND WATCHES.
OUR CHARGES ARE ALWAYS
MODERATE. WE CARRY A














Robert Carlten, the well )known
piano tuner, telephone ge'r.
Nocrica.
List of new subscribers added by,
the East Tennessee Telephone cotem
pany today;
26;10--Derringt,m, Mrs. G., Res.,
2033-Miurray, Tom, Res., 815 S.
3rd.
Effie, Res., 1117 Btirs
7315."-4tfit4id,r.Miss Ahlie, Res., Sla
S. 6th.
2640-Nichols, 'W. W., 'Res., Lin.
coln Ave.
Like other commodities telephone
service should be paid for according
to its worth and value.
We have in the city over 3,000
subscribers or five times as many as
the Independent Co.; ouside of the
city and within the county we have
61,1 times as many subscribers as the
Independent Co. Yet we will place
a telephone in your residence at the
same rate the Independent Co. is
supposed to charge and provide in
addition, long distance facilities
which will enable you to reach fifty,
million people from your home.







AFTER LOSING TWO GAMES
TO VINCENNES THE IN-
DIANS CHANGE.
Today the Ancient Enemy Froinsge-




Paducah   to :2 SD
Vincennes  8 4 .667
Cairo' 6 6 .500
Jacksonville   4 .S .400
Danville 4 '15 -333
Mattoon .. .....  s 8 .200
Sundy's Score..
PasIncath. 2; Vincennes, 3
Cairo, 1; Danville, aa.
Mattoon, 4; Jacksonville 5.
Results Yesterday-
Padsiceli, 1; Vincennes, I . •
Cairo. 7; Danville, .Z








Barbour got to second on eaVemel's
fumble; rest out one, two.
Gilligan fans; McClain safe to sec-
ond en Barbour's fumble and wild
throw to first; Haas brings McClain
home on a hot liner, through third
sack; Wetzel flys out to left field;
Haas out. stealing seeond.
Second Lithos..
Wilkinson tipt out to Miller in
right field; Donovan ('lit to right
field; Moran out Haas to Miller.
Taylor walks; Perry aacrifices; Mil-
ler fans-, Nippert il)s out to second.
Third Inning.
Mattison pops out to pitcher Mil-
ler; Gay fans; Mitchell safe to first
on Gilhgan's errors at second; Bar-
bour flys out to center.
F. Meer walks; Gilligan aacrifrcei;
McClain out; French .to Wilkinson;
Haas oat to Donovan, horse shot
running catch.
Fourth Inning.
French fans; Burson fans; Wilkin-
son safe at first on Haas' error: Don-
ovan forced Wilkinson; Wetzel to
Gilligan.
Wetzel flys out to left field; Taylor
drives out liner. to center; Perry
singles; Miner sends a hot liner to
centtr. and brings Jaylor home:
Nippert fouls out; Miller flys ont to
Mitchell.
Mt' Inning.
Moran got a single; Mattison out
to Gilligan; Gay walks; Mitchell pops
out to Gilligan; Barbour flys out to
Gilligan.
Gilligan called out on strikes; Mc-
Clain out. Barbour to Wilkinson;
Haas sends a hot grounder through
NlitchelP;s feet; Wetzel out to left
field.
French sacriiced; Burson mit to
F. Miller;' French was caught steal-
ing home, two feet from plate; Um-
"ire Rush'', rotten decision gives thern
a score by calling 'Freneli safe: non-
oven stole second; 'Moran out to Gil-
ligan.
Melt brning.
Taylor wa iks; Perry bits safe to
center; Mille 'r tried sacrifice, popped
In Wilkinson, catches. Perry off sack.
pulls down a skorible play; Nippert
out to Gay..
Stye sildi
Mattison out Cir gen and Haw
Gay flys out to right held; Mitchell
singled to cent( r; Mitchell caught
stealing second.
Miller out to B. trbewr; Gilligan out
to French; McClain singles to left;
Haas out to Frencils.
Eighth inning.,
Barbour out oti st rikes; French flys
out to Perry; Bursoi t Sye ,iout to Mc-
chain.
Wetael paps. Lao_ t rie _shawl • 1.244co, 
hit by pitched bait; Petty flys out to
right; Taylor caught stealing second
• Ninth Inn! net.
Wilkinson safe to firi it on Wetzel's
fumble; Donovan out t'o Haas; Mo-
ran caught stealing sec( lid, close de-
cision; Mattison out to left garden.
Vine ennes.—
Mitcheft -ss- 4 0 i 2a 'T
Barbour, 3b 4 0 no 3 r
French, 2b 4 1 'X' 3 3 0
Burson, rf 3 0 0 1 0 0
Wilkinson, tb 
Donovan, cf 
4 0 0 o 
3 o 0 3 o
Mattison, c 4 0 0 4 2 
4 d 2 3. 0Wean, If 
GAY, P 2 0 o o 2
32 1 4 24 10Totals—
Padseab—
Gifllgan
McClain If 4 1




M. Miller, rf  3 o
Nippert, c „ 3 o
F. Miller, /),, 2 o
b
t T 0 0
1 6 4
Score asy









Bases on balls—Off Gay, 3; off Mil-
ler, 2.
Struck out—By Gay, 3; by Miller 5.
Hit by pitched ball—Taylor.




The Indians played winning ball
against she last- game 'Mkauclay -afte
r.
noon with Vincennes, making four
errors and getting a rotten decision
at home plate but they would not give
up, and should have had a shutout
against the visitors.
Paducah ball fans were well pleased
with yesterday's game.
Cairo here Tuesday. Wednesday
and Thursday.
The Indians are going after three
straights.
A fair crowd was out and witnes-
sed a fast game.
Cairo Feels Better,
Cairo. Ill., May 14.—Cairo played
giltedged ball today, fairly run
ning
away with the old Sejers, and drivi
ng
two pitchers to stable.
Danville
Cairo  
Batteries—F. Fleming, Selby and




 7 14 0
Jacksonville, 16; 'Mattoon. 6.
Jacksonville, May /4.—A con-




Jacksonville   16 To 2
Mattoon  .6 11 
5
Batteries—Fox, Coons and Belt;




The Spaulding team defeated t
he
risherville club Sunday afternoon by
a score of 9 to 5. Arnold and 
Simp-
son was the battery for the Spauld-
ings, and Neible and Vandy fur the
Fisherville club.
Moonlight excursion on steamer
Louisiana, given by Barkeepers'









since the first of this year, traveling
all over the North and East and
stimulating interest in the Christ;an
churches.
1 • .mg retprned to his home in Louis-
The gathering opens at Paris to-me delegates vide tot. remain. He has been in
morrow with about charge of the First Baptist church
present. The session, lasts one day
,
of this city iver since the late pastor
and this evening the visiting brethre
n
Dr. John S. Cheek, died two months
will be entertained with an elegan
t,
banquet. 
l ogo. Now that the congregation has'
called Rev. Calvin Thompson of
Denvor. Coln., to till the pulpit. and
as he still be here next Sunday, there
if no longer any need of the pres-
fe,snicfe loeff.Dr. Hill, who conducted his
S YSTEM Sundaytsesrvuincdeofo   s teve ni Louis. H:(3)
s -sit before going back to Louisville.
— ,
The Mergenthaler-Horten bask
et , Broadway Methodist.
factory of Mechanicsburg is pre
par- l Rev. G. T. Sullivan of Paris Tenn.,
ing to install a fire sprinkling 
system
in the plant, a4 a protective 
measure
against conflagrations, and also t
o
get a. reduction in the rate cha
rged
by fire insurance companies. 
The
first step towards installing th
e
sprinkling system was the awarding
yesterday of the contract to Con-
tractor Weikel to build a mammoth
reservoir on the factory grounds to
hold the water for the private sys-
tem. The excavations will be started
this morning for the reservoir that
of will be started this morning for the
cial Travelers of America—Date
with the assistance of Rev. W. A.
Watts of Western Kentucky, who
EVEliTHING GOES OVER UN- tilled the pulpit Sunday an
d yester-
TIL 25TH OF THIS day. Last evening the 
latter
MONTH. preached on "Tbe--Needa - Of The
Time" and it was a very strong and
impressive discourse.
Bar Association Held Meeting and Worship_ will be conducted 
each
Decided Upon Different Method afternoon at 2:30 o'clock and each
— Encampment Meets, evening at 7:45 o'clock, the entire
, public being cordially welcomed to
'the services.
Last evening the police and fire
forHatll,irbut there' 
coemetminisgsioatnetrhse met for Rex_ w_Bisick. for Rest.. 4.44iirned
being to-i-thing esp- eciar-before them, yesterdayi ftom: Cadiz, Ky., where he
they adjourned over until May 25th, has been conducting a revival meet-
at which time another session will be mg the past week or two with great
conducted preparatory to increasing success lie comes home to remain
the police force at the ensuing regular indefinitely and get a good rest
meeting, the second Monday in June. which he needs after a strenuous life
Bar Association.
The bar association rnet last eve-
ning at the county court house to
again take up the question of reports
regarding unprofessional conduct of
some of the members. The gathering Mechanicsburg Revival.
and what transpired was private, but:
it is learned that the evidence taken' 
Last evening Rev. W. J. Huds-
eth and Rev. B. W. Bass corn-
during the past few weeks, by the P
special investigating committee was 
menced their protracted meeting at
not given out, neither were any .•f the Meehanicsb
urg Christian church
the details of the gathering, all pledg- which 
was started several months
ing themselves to secrecy. ago through the efforts of 
the latter.
State Encampment Services will be held nightly at 
7:3o
Messrs. George Umbaugh and liar- o'clock and all are requested to at-
ry Judd kit this morning for Paris, tend and participate.
Ky., to attend the annual encamp-
ment of Kentucky Odd Fellows, they, Returned Home.
being chosen representatives of the Res'. GordonHill yesterday morn-
Paducab lodge.
SPRINKLING
sale May 17th and rflth. 19.6, return
limit May 22nd, 1906. Rate for round
.trip $11.85
Green yips, S. C.—General Assem-
bly of the Presbyterian Church in
5.—Date of sale May 14th, 15th
and 16th. ino6, return limit May 31st.
Limit can be cetended to June isth,
repod by paying fee of 50 cents. Rate
for round trip tints.
Voris, Ky. — 'rand Commandry
Knights Templar—Dates of fait May
rift and 22nd, limit May 23th, 11906.
Rote for round trip $12.75.
Lluisville, Ky. — Spring Meeting
Louisville, Ky..—Home Coming
Week of Kentuckians: Dates of sale
June nth.. 12th., and 13th., 1906, limit
Jaw .923rd; by paying fee of 5o c
ents
tickets cal& be extended to thirty days
from date of purchase. Rate for
round -t r ip—$6.95.
St. Paul and Minneapolis, Minn.—
Biennial meeiing General Federation
of Womcns clubs; Date of sale May
39th, acith. ,loth ;Ind 3tItt, 1906 return
limit Jame 9th. tgo6; ickets can be ex-
lensled to July t5th by paying a
fee of 12.co. Rate for round-trip
$2t.Cm.
'reservoir that will be fifteen feet
deep and .to feet square. holding
about 100,000 gallons cut water.
Elks Building.
Work on the Elks new :innie nil
North Fifth street is progressing
nicely, but it will be sometime next
August before the structure is
ready for occupancy. All the outside
v:ork has been completed, while that
inside is beiqg pushed rapidly.
New Broadway Building.
'Excavations for the new two story
l•rick that will be erected beside
Seeth's drug store at Ninth and
Tirnadway was begun yesterday
nsorning.
CO 
conducted services' Sitrt:iv a*. the
Broadway Methodist church for Rev.
Newell who is:attending the confer-
ence at Birmingham, Ala.
Rabbi Here,
Rabbi E. G. Endow of Louisville
arrived here last evening and this
morning goes on to Cairo where
tonight he delivers a lecture for the
benefit. of the San Francisco suffer-
erstAits is. -formerly in
diapritt.,pf ;Temple Isreal here but
rwho, Aow has. charge of the Louis-
ville eh itrch.
The steamer Kentucky will make a
special excursion, leaving May 26th,
Decoration Day—Shiloh National
Park — Pittsburg Landing — Poo
reund trip.
Power Revoked.
A document was tiled with th-
cierk, wherein the Fidelity and De
posit company revoke.-1 the power of
attorney heretofore granted W. M.
Reed, anthoriring the latter to repre
sent the company here in legal mat.
tcra.
Mr. J. K. Breer went to Header-
ten yesterday on business.
'PADUCAH vs CAIRO
At Leavue Ball Park.
MAY 15, 16 and 17
General admission 25 cents; grand stand 35 cents; box seats 6o cent
s;
Tickets on sale Smith & Nagel's, Fourth and Broadway
. Time called at
3: 30 P. 111-
It's Up to You!
Remember-it's free. See
this machine. Read our




Call at on more and bear the
specially propared Records of Bands
▪ and other Instrumental Music, Songs,
a Stories, Recitat
ions. and assure your-
self that this is the best offered, You
(1 Buy only the Records.
STANDARD TALKING
• MACHINE RECORDS ARE
FAMOUS FOR THEIR TONS 
ANb QUALITY.
AS a home entertainer. it has no
O 0 t .2 eqnal. The best talent in the coun-
t 1.. 0' try is % brought right to your fire-
2 3 0 0 'tide to while away evenings with
1 7 11 0 e nines' recitations and songs. An
O 4 3 0 ir hirompte dance may be gotten up
6 2 2 0
t a moment's notice and here you
thave the best orchestra of the cou.n-
try to play the dance music. Or you
1113y wish to leadn a song and what
bitter instructor can yon have than
one of the Peerless singers to phrase
a' ano,g over and over again if need
be. The possibilities of this wonder-
ful little machine for instruction and
tmetsernent are endless.
This Grnpropnone represents one
of the 'Mee achievements of the
Lrgest and best equipped Talking
Machine I:101131TV in the work!.
Therefore its ;reproduction will ins-
prise and delle‘t the most exacting
listener.
Tba equipment foniasts of 16 1116
2714 4 LENDLER9& LYDON. •
•
l
enamel Steel Horn with large ampii-
tying Bell and Brass oetachable
Horn Connection.
Detachable Horn Supporting Arm.
Aluminum Swinging Arm—
Noiseless and perfectly construc-
ted Motor.
Oil, tempered bearings that will
last a lifetime—
_ An adjustable Speed Screw--
Indestruclable Natural Tone Sound
Box, etc.
One Standard Talking Machine
Free to Every Customer whose Cash
Purchases amount to
See and hear this wonderful instru-




All Kinds Monuments and 'General Cornett:Y. ossiika4
Green River Stone
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
t t : LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT t a a
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.





....of the Highest Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is a "Leader" for the dealer.
D. Ii. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T. MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY
-ale/
Our Handsome Spring Fabrics
ARE NOW ON DISPLAY
1111111•11111111•1111111111111111111111111/Wiall
AND IN OUR LINE YOU WILL FIND THE CHOICEST
STYLES FOR SMART TAI LORING THE MARKETS AF-
FORD. THE PATH OF THE GOOD DRESSER IS BOTH
EASY AND ECONOMICAL IF HE COMES HERE FOR HIS





Will Sell You a Bicycle
On Easy Payments.
REASONS why you should
Ride a Bicycle:
It is healthy
It is always ready for use
It is a pleasure
It will not get sick, or die
It will save you car fare
It will take you home to lunch
It will save you a doctor bill
EXPERT REPAIRING.
MERCHANT TAILORS.
The "Tribune," "Rambler," "Mon..
arch," "Imperial" and "Colonial" Bi-
cycles are best that can be pro-
diieed $15 up.
See our stock of Second Hand
bicycles.
Cheapest house in town for Tires, Bells, Pumps, Saddles. etc. Re-
member the place.
WILLIAMS BICYCLE COMPANY,
126 and rad North Fifth Street. Next to Kentucky Theatre.
VIM•1111••••••
•
We have on hand
For Sale:
3.._51.(aege.4aosver,.. Meter:
1 5 Horse Power Motor.
1 51/4 Horse Power Motor.
i 8 Horse Power Motor.


















- - Washington, D. C., May 4.-Ths lute and deseorate courage. flow
biennial battle that is to determine
the political complexion of the six-
tieth congress may be decisive of the
----reisult---of -the quadrennial battle that
is to determine the result of the
thirty-first election for president of
the United States. That has been the
rule. There have been exceptions,
- notably the democratic victory of
1878, which made the Forty-sixth
congress democratic, was followed
Ly a republican victory in 188o,
which made James A. Garfield presi-
... . -Amt. the . par ient.._ These. _two.-forces -are stripping- for
shall have a pronounced majority in the contest. Tbere are some evi-
the Sixtieth congress, the fact will deuces that our excellent friend, Cor-
-be of material advantage to that par- telyou, child of civil service reform
-ty in 1938. In 1874, to the utter as- and exemplar o. "purity in politics,"
-tcnishment of everybody except Sam- did not use in 1, . .11 the boodle Mr.
'uel J. Tilden, the democrats swept :Bliss gathered the magnates of
the country and for the first time Iltigh finance." The republican con-
/ eightein years elected a majority !gressional committee is active and
-of the house of representatives. The , looks properous. Alva's veterans
.fortunes of the democratic party fought best on a full belly, and there,
'thirty-two years ago were apparently is no denying that the G. 0. P. votes
at as low an ebb as they are now,learlier and oftener when the boodlz
*tut the Forty-fourth congress was fund is most plenteous. On the
democratic by nearly foo, and a great cther hand, if the democrats have
many folks think something mightily .any boodle, it is a protound secret,
-like that is going to happen this year . and secrecy has never yet been rec-
of 1906. , ognized as a democratic trait. If
The democratic party thrives you have something that you wish
busks and thistles. Hardships agree conspicuously, consecutively and uni-
with it. What it has undergone and versally advertised, induce the demo-
uccessfully withstood would have cratic party to put it "up its sleeve''s 
1.0 spring as a surprise. And hencedecimated and annihilated a dozen
say boodle is ,scarce in democraticconcerns like the G. 0. P. The 1
democratic party is never so dan- teruarters unless all signs fail. If the
serous as after a series of disastrous next election shall be put to the
defeats and a long season of living highest bidder, you can count the
, democratic party out, for there is asosi thistles in the wilderness. The
democrat who is not a doctrinaire is :much of Rawdoa Crawley in the
ian exception, while the republican democratic party as there is of
who is a doctrinaire is an excep 14(c1c3f Sharp in the republican par-
ty. Indeed, the little good there wastion. In speaking of Charles II,
Rochester said: "The king could see  _Rawdon was eminently 
c
demo-
things if he would; the duke would ratic, and all the bad there was in
e things if he could." And we IBecky was superlatively republican.
And I do not believe the republicanmay say that in the past dozen years
,the republican party could have re party would resent the imputation,
formed things if it would, and the I for it is certain that the G. 0. P.
democratic party would have reform- would rather be thought knave than
ed things if it could. Between the
two the trusts are apparently in per
• feet security-the republicans will
Jot; the democrats cannot.
There is a heap of difference be-
tween these two great forces. The
democratic party is a gentlemati of
f(Wl.
As for the issues, it looks as
though the tariff is fixing to become
paramount again, yet Col. Roosevelt
is a superbly spectacutar person and
a mighty paramount maker; but it is
to be feared that his paramounts ars.
too short-lived. There is the ratethe sellool rcdticcd circum-
stances; the republican party is a bal, magnificently paramount last
parvenue, extremely self-sufficient
and enormously rich. The republican
party goes to a prayer-meeting from
a sense of duty-and of policy; the
democratic party goes to a cock
fight in a spirit of independence and cratic party had half the worldly
wisdom the G. 0. P. has, Mr. Baileyfor pleasure. The republican party
prefers dry champagne. The republi-
can party "rides in chaises," the
democratic party "walks be Jasas."
The republican party cloys on tur-
tle soup; the democratic party revels
often has t.e republican party,
threatening rt. colt, snatched victory
from (he jaws of defeat! The trum-
pet cannot nio..e-the democratic par=-
ty to battle in a quarrel that its
heart is not i., but given the right
scrt of quasrk.., the proper admix-
ture of ductri..c and sentiment, of
politics and patrotism, and the
democratic parLy can whip every-
thing you can stand between earth
and sky.
• * *
winter, now innocuous It served one
good turn, though. It disclosed to
the democratic party and to the
country the grand proportions of
Joseph W. Bailey; and if the demo-
would head the democratic ticket in
Igo& There is not a democrat in
America whose support he would not
have, and when the democratic party
gets in that fix it generally sweeps
in .potlicker. And yet, strange to the country.
say, the rude, primitive, robust appe-
tite of the democratic party will not But the rate bill is out of the way,'touch crow. While the refined, deli. and it is good riddance. Col.rate, pampered palate of the republi Roosevelt, the daddy of it, appearscan party, not only tolerates crow to be tired of it and is gone on aand frequently makes a meal of it, chase of the Standard Oil Company.'but it also protests that it never en- and much to the disgust of somejoycd anything as well-especially
crow Roosevelt style. The publi-
cans, sinners, and wine bibbers of
Pontius Pilate's day would have all
been democrats, while the scribes.
Pharisees, chief priests and elder'
-would have all been • republicans.
• These differences are constitution-
)] and irreconcilable. A democrat is
a collectivist. Notwithstanding they
so widely difered on a question of
economic 'policy, (+over Cleveland
and Richard P. Bland were both
• • •
body connected with that octopus,
who is an ugly customer in a pam-
phlet war. Of course, Standard Oil
has no friends in congress, and we
may be sure that a chase of that con-
cern cannot be made a party issue.
And so there is nothing left but
the tariff, and the very worst phase
of the tariff-protection run mad.
Shall the tariff be continued at rates
that were made purposely and ad-
mittedly too high, in the name of
betrayed and abandoned reciprocity,democrats. It Wag perfectly natural and which is now used as a shelterfor them to separate. Their• indi- enable our manufacturers to reapNiduality kept them apart. On the
(Aber hand, William McKinley was
as firm a believer in the free coinage
of silver as Bland was, but that dii
not separate him and John Sherman,
such extortionate profits in the mon
opolized home market as to enable
them to send goods abroad and sell
them to foreigners cheaper than they
are sold to Americans? Thus doesLevi P. Murton, J. Pierpont Morgan, protection advantage the foreigner at.and the rest of the "money power."
cen re-
publ'eans they wopld have found a
way to get together; had McKinley
and Hoar been democrats they
would have parted company. s The
republican party is, an organized and
admirably disciplined force, with but
one aspiration-victory. The demo-
cratic party is a disorganized mob
.that would follow a sentiment to de-
feat with as stern and delirious joy
as the imperial guard ever sprang to
glory. The republican party is like
-the veteran inked:try of Alva, the
best soldiery F-uropc saw between
Caesar's Tenth Legion and Crom-
well's Ironsides. Their grandsires
bad followed the "Great Captain" to
conquest in Italy; their sires had
robbed the most chivalric figure in
Christ, dom of "all save honor" at
Pavia And under the stern, pitiless,
Tern seless Alva they are invincible
nnd irresistible in the Netherlands.
.Peween' battles they. were discolo-
r, nted, sullen, and frequently in ac-
tual mutiny, defiant of even Alva
himself; but when the traimpet called
tr battle they flew to arms, and
inothing could withstand their reso-
sumer. That looks mightily like tar-
iff for the foreigner only. The for-
eigner is thus given a cheaper mar-
ket by means of a tariff that as-
siimes to protect Americans from
those same joreigners, whereas the
American manufacturer and his for-
eign customer are the only ones
"protected." This thing is going on
or it is not. All the democrats
charge it, some republicans admit it,
The pimple intend to know the truth
about it before the enisspaign is
closed. Assuming that the charge is
true, and I have not a doubt i* it,
the standpattcrs mast either reform
it before congress adjourns the pres •
eat session, or they must defend the
policy of selling abroad cheaper than
they sell at home, and that is precise-
ly what they are fixing to do.
FOR BALL
One large bell; fifty cork ifc
preservers, entirely new; three steam
whistles, different sizes; block and
tackle of all kinds, and two yawls.
Inquire of
FRANK WAGON FA,
Do S. Second St.
COLORADO DEPUTY'S SHOT
Sheriff's Aid Who Could Do Wonder-
ful Things with His
Revolver.
While Deputy. Sheriff William Ron-
aldson was In the once "bad" town et
Coffeyville, Kan., he got some of the
Dalton spirit in his veins and listened
to the stories of how four of the Dal-
tons met death at the hands of one
man stationed in a abed and shooting
through a knothole, relates the Denver
Times. They told Mr. Ronaldson
stories of what crack shots the Dal.
tons were and how they picked off
every man that appeared on the streets
with a gun.
When the Denver deputy was on the
train some stranger entered into a con•
versation about what crack shooters
there were in Kansas about the time
the Daltons blew into Coffeyville and
ElecureS1 teveral, thousand dollars from
a bank.
Ronaldson said: "Yes, there were
some good marksmen there, but it is
easy to hit a man with a Winchester
In COlorado we use a Colt almost ex-
clusively. Of course, we have no crack
marksmen, but I believe I might pick
off a prairie dog there while the train
is moving."
The stranger flashed a eye-spot in
Deputy Ronaldson's face and it was
covered. Ronaldson snapped out his
38-caliber Colt and without much de
liberation, and while the train was in
rapid motion, sent one Kansas pral
rie dog to the eternal sleep.
Deputy Sheriff William Ronaldson
of Denver, was flee dollars to the good
and friends on the sheriff's force gas
they would take a hundred similai
bets that Ronaldson could do the WWI
nine times out of ten.
TALE OF A TAILLESS CAT.
Feline Had the Instinct of Caudal
Preservation Without the
Appendage.
"It is well known that Manz cats
have no teils," says a writer in the
Scientific America', "only slight
stumps, and that the offspring of such
in other parts of the world, in the
first generation at least, are in the
same abnormal condition. While lie.
log in Scotland 30 years ago we had a
Manx kitten given to us, which, al-
though born there, was tailless. The
door of our !freakiest room was Kirin-
shutting, like most of the screen doors
in this country, but opening only to-
ward the inside. Before the kitten woe
fullgrown he had learned to let him-
self ia by pushing from the outside,
but aver learned, although we often
tried to teach him, to pull it open from
the inside.
"It was not, however, the opening
of the door from the outside to which
I wish to call attention-any cat could
have easily learned to do that; but the
fact that invariably, altar he had so
pushed it and got his body partially
in, he made a rapid turn or whirl to
prevent the tail that was not there
(but heredity impressed on him the
fact that it ought to have been) from
being caught between the closing door
and its frame.
"This he did dozens of times every
day so long as we had hitti, and was
always willing to show off before our
neighbors, as he never seemed to rec-
ognize the fact that he had not a tall
Like his neighbors."
CORAL-REEF FINANCE.
Term Applied to the Patient, Organic
Growth of Rothschild's
Fortune.
"In the first place," It should be re-
membered that the Rothschild fortune
Is not industrial," says Vance Thomp-
son, who writes of "The Rothschilds of
France," in Everybody's. "It has ab-
sorbed many industries and many rail-
ways--like the ligne du Nord-but at-
ways by political and ftnancial coups.
And it is the least frenzied of finance.
By reason of its slow, cold, patient ac-
cumulation one might call it (since
phrases are the mode) coral-reef
finance, so solidly has it been built up in
the dusk and silence of the underworld
of politics.
"And the fortune of the French house
to-day exceeds ten milliards. That
means $.2.,046.9049,000 Imagination bog-
gles at so huge a sum-it seems
merely as selfless caravan of ciphers.
this 10,000.000,000 of French money.
Thew own or control all the precious
metals, the prime materials, mines,
credit, the Bank of France, all the
means of transpore, both railways and
waterwaya---eo fsa ae---this tweak -eyetenr
goes-next to the city, which owns all
public buildings, they are the greatest
owners of lands and houses in Faris-
round the Arc de Triomphe, the Champs-
Elysees, the Bois de Boulogne, the Pare
u, and, notably, the Oars du
entire streets belong to the
Ude, their chateaus &it the
prôVfes: in land alone they possess
400,000 acres."
Making India Paper.
The process by which India paper Is
made is a secret known to but three
living persons. When one died another
Is let into the mystery. In this way
It has been preserved ever since it was
invented by an officer in the English
army. Other thin papers are made,
but India paper Is peculiar in that
print on one side does not show
through on the other.
Science to the Fore.
We find Intellect working not so
much in literature as in the domain of
science, which has brought forth due-
Big the last few years many strange
and wonderful discoveries. If fere have
not had the poems of a Keats or a
Shelley, we have had wireless tele-
graph, recline X-rays and a number of
kfedred discoveries.-laindon Acad.
JEWS IN ENGUSH SOCIETY
The Excellent Welcome and Stand-
ing Which They Find in Sa-
lons at Court.
In England and in London, whams°
'tamp different social wheels St_isttbut
wheels, there still exist some very cloise
and carefully preserved circles. These
are, for the most part, composed of the
members of very old and very proud
English nobility and gentry. mid this
ccterie of families is as haughtily re-
served and as exclusive as the carefully
hedged about aristocracy of Austria or
old France, says Lady Broome, In
Ainslee's.
Regarded, however, as a whole, I do
not think I can truthfully say that Lon-
don society is quite so difficult to enter
or so chary of new blood and newcom-
ers as is the accredited and empowered
and established smart set which rulesand regulates, in, let New York.
In the first place London society hi
much too big and made up of too maw'
different elements in order paInstakina-
ly to examine into and consider the an-
tecedents and qualifications of every
man and woman who knocks fog admia
sion to its agreeable circle. It welcomes.
with hearty greeting, all amusing.
cheerful, interesting individuals, who
conduct themselves decorously, and a
great part of its pleaeasiness lies in the
fact that it includes artists, authors, ac
Lore, statesmen, dusky-skinned orieata
princes, as well as the fairest and ga:
est of American beauties, in its drawing
room gatherings.
Nothing, I think, is more distinctive
of what we might call the open door
of good fashionable Londoa society, at
contrasted with that of America, than
the excellent welcome and standing
which the well bred and well born Jews
And not only in the salons of private in-
dividuals, but at court as well.
No descendants of the fellow voy•
agers of the Conqueror hold better so-
cial positions than do the Rothschild
family, for example, the Sassoons, or
the Blichoffesheims. I do not think we
can just find their equals among the ses
dal figures in any American cities, and
Lady Jesse, and others of the very PUP
est Hebrew blood carry their titles bS
inheritance from distinguished and
henored ancestors or by marriage intr
high Christian and English families
How Much the Jewish element In Lon
don society makes for charm and vs
riety is easily demonstrated by the su
perb entertainments which the heads ul
the Rothechilde and Bisehoffeshela,
families give throughout the neason
London and at their country homes, and
by the dignity, grace, aplomp and
beauty of many of the leading Jewish
hostesses; and In this and in the ready
friendliness with which we are apt to
meet the stranger within our social
gates we have had a leader and an ex-
ample in our crowned head, not only of
the kingdom, but of our social world
as well.
GREAT GERMAN RESORT.
Natural Beauty and Charming Cli•
mato of the Famous :la -
den -Baden.
Baden-Baden, world-fsmed for Its
curative waters, is exquisitely fair it
its natural beauties, and le the loving
artistic care given it by man througt
a long stretch of years. It offers some
thing to everyone-superlative natural
beauty to the lover of scenery, bits ot
quiet woodland, and ruins rich In sage
tor the student of the past, a (termini
climate and, while shorn of its for-met
glamour of wickedness In gaming life
Its handsome gardens, fine hotels and
gorgeously palatial casino hold quite
enough to entice the lover of pleasure
and frivolity for a stay of several weeks
writes Grace Isabel Colbron, Iii Four-
Track News.
The gay life that once flowed up and
down the Lichtenthaler Alley, with its
broad roadway and splendid prom
enade, and circulated in and about the
terrace and great halls of the casino
when the gaming tables attracted the
devotees of pleasure from all the cap-
/ tale of Europe, still graces Baden-
Baden during the three weeks of the
summer racing season. Many crowned
heads of greater and less degree can
he seen there at that time; King Ed
ward of England, when prince of Wales,
was • faithful visitor. Although the
gaming tables have been suppressed, an
evening in the Baden-Baden casino still
bears a stamp of mundane brilliancy
which does so injustice to the traditions
of WO put.
Tyrant Orch,id, 
t "A veritable slave driver among-Flora's children is a certain little orchid
called nodding ladies' tresses," re.
' marked a budding botanist. "When theI busy bee knocks at her door and asks
! for. gboretaokftahset hhire. mNeo. Lt tells hPassinglm 
• dove the raeense of bliessoirs, the bee
at length comes to the lowest and oldest
dower. There she thrusts her tongue in
through the furrowed rostel and re-
leases a miniature cargo of nectar. Hay-
ing taken to heart the lesson that 'beg-
gars must not be choosers,' she goes at
once to the basement door of the next
member of this family and pays for an-
other jilp of nectar by fertilizing this
flower with the pollen brought from the
other. And so she goes nystematically
It unconsciously benefiting this family eg
orchid, which would disappear from the
; face of the earth were It not for the twits
it spreads for the industrious be Itsmoral seems to be:: 'If you can't (*your
own work, get some one to do ft for
Yost."
Loud Rupert.
Ida-It Was her first beau and the firsttime she was ever !timed.
Eirrne-Oraelousl And ittl fotio keenthe kiss a secret?
"I should :AY rsli • opened the
slanw tio you eraligi hear the sac"p7' wt 0117.
a z-tuars."-Cahr.gct Daily Nolo.
An Edison
Phonograph-
Will .bring Pleasure to your
home during the long sum-
mer evenings. They are run-
ning now at our store. Come
in am) hear them. Then






In connection with the best Foun-
tain service, Zach Hayes has added a
fine line of
Candy
and will continue to keep up the rep-
utation our fountain has for magnifi-







Will be keenly appreciated
after a trial by people who suf-
fer from headaches-severe or
mild, occasional or chronic.
They never fail to
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF.







Dr. B. T. Hall
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Cornro.ree Commis- been reputable
dion in Chicago he, witntsses who were as much to be
investigation of the charges preferred; believed as those under oath on the
againet the Standard Oil Company, witness stand. These statements em-
en(l numerrnts railroad companies onl body the substance of the charges
the charge of secret collusion and: brought by Miss Tarbell in her maga-
discrimination. The Chicago Tribunet zinc articles which she wrote in the
enjoyed when they created their art!-
Ads.! capitals. Its area is flied and
in its local report of the investigation! form of succinct history. I deterntinod. The capital will always
says: It is a well-known fact that the
In brief the points brought out, Standard Oil Chmpany is the most
during the day by the witnesses. fol. complete monopoly in America—in
low: I the world, perhaps. More than any
tndepenient trade was *sewed other of. the alleged trusts it has sue-
through fake companies apparently' °ceded. in stifling competition. Its
working in ogpoeition to Standard; operations are not confined to the
Oil, and independent cleaners were; United States. It ramifies all pare
driver to the wall throug hityttematic, of the earth and is perhaps the most
price cutting on the part of dealers powerful combination of wealth the
hacked by the Atamiard. world has ever known.
THE WIDOW OF THE
CONFEDERATE PRESIDENT
(St_ Louis Republic.)
Mrs. Varina-- Howell Davis, or, as-
she has signed her name since thc
death of her husband in December,
1899, Mrs. Varina Jefferson Davis,
was the second wife of the confede-
rate president. She is not, as many
suppose, a daughter of President
Zachary Taylor. The story of Jef-
ferson pavis' two marriages, as
avid. by his widow in her biography,
explains why his main career was
that of statesman instead of soldier.
Mr. Davis was a graduate of West
Point and was early assigned to ser-
vice under Colonel Zachary Taylor
in the Black Hawk war and at the
frontieroposts on the sipper Missie-
sipi. It was here that he became
enamored of Colonel Taylor's daugh-
ter, and the attachment was mutual.
Old Rough and Ready sternly for-
bade the match. tie may not have
liked the young West Pointer any
too well, but his -opposition was
placed upon other grounds.
Having had plenty of experience
01 the hardships and isolation of an
army officer's frontier life as it wail
in those days, he maintained that
an army man had no right to marry,
that his daughter should not marry
one with his consent. Lieutenant
Davis seems to have accepted Colo-
nel TaPor's view. In 1835, at the
age of 27, he resigned from the army
to take up the life of a cotton plant-
er on a place his brother Joseph
prepared for him in Mississippi.
This did not propitiate 'Colonel Tay-
lor. Ile still withheld consent to
the marriage.
But Miss Taylor was loyal. Find-
ing her parent obdurate after two
year. of filial duty, she left the par-
ental home at the army post up the
liver and came by steamboat to St.
Louis here she was met by Mr.
Davis, now lieutenant no longer,ind
they were married at_ the hormt_of
her aunt in Kentucky. It was not
an elopement. She left her father'a
home with his full knowledge, but
without his approval. This marriage
was in June, 1835.
After two or three months on the
Miss'ssippi plantation both were
stricken with malarial fever and the
young wife died. The husband bare-
la etcaped_ death_ and went away to
enba -fur the winter. Returning he
devoted the next ten years of a
solitary life to his crops and his
Looks. It was these years of study
that made Mr. Davis one of the best
informed men in the country.
About this time his brother,
Joseph Davis, and wife were con-
cluding that it was not good for the
widower to be longer alone and, it
appears plainly enough in the narra
live, went into a scheme of match-
making in his behalf, the party of
the second part in their plan being
Miss Varina Howell, a relative of
Mrs Joseph Davis.
Both the widower and the young
girl were easy victims. The mar-
riage was celebrated sixty years ago.
Mr. Davis' journey to Washington
for his first term in the house of
repreamtatives was practically his
wedding trip.
The aged widow of the confede-
rate president has suffered many be-
reavements, the latest and perhaps
the keenest being in the death of her
daughter. Winnie, the daughter of
the confederacy, born in the execu-
tive mansion at Richmond during the
Civil will'. Her later life has been de-
nted to literary pursuits, for which
her gifts are admirably shown in the
story of her husband's life, embel-
lished w'th many reminiscences and
anecdotes of public men in Washing-
ton and Richmond.
The





CAPITALS MADE TO ORDER.
Australia Is to Follow the Examples
at the United States and
Russia.
of news. All of these things have
repeatedly stated by
,Through special secret freight rates The purpose of this Chicago in-
one-half the open rate, the trust waC nveetigation ill to convict railroads of
able to control most of the trade the offense of unjust discrimination
without price cutting. and rebates and is not in the nature
Through the suborning of local oil of a trust prosecution such as was
inspector- inferior oil wa- distributed brought against the beef packers and
-and comaetitor- were pot at a aiso odor combines in the federal courts.
vantage, but the evid nce adduced should be
Different brands of oil were sold available for such a prosecution.
from the same barrel at Ilifferent! The overthrow of tit Standard Oil
prices. monopoly would be an accomplish-• 
Railroad employes were bribed to merit in the public interest It has a
-give the Standard information con- dangerous power and exerts • a car-
cerning shipments of competitors. { ru)ting influence. There is none
Payment of compensation to -the °Our of the giant combines so much
Santa Fe railway for oil transported disliked and so much dreaded by the
general public, but it has successfully:isy-the Standrd pipe line was denied it
by President Ripley of the former defied all efforts to Oman its pro-
There is sufficient deviltry grese. The government now seems
aotted in these allegations, if they be to be aroused to a sense of 
the den_
'Clearly sustained to condomn the gcr, and the endeavor to bring it to
-great. oil octimut as a menace to the time promiect to prove a titanic
-public welfare. They are not matteav struggle.
IN HONOR OF WHEELER.
Equestrian Statue to Be Erected by
Huntsville People.
Huntsville, AIL -May 'Z.—At the
Joe Wheeler memorial .meeting in
Ceauttland to appoint a committee
of xepresentatives from each county
Chairman ,Prances was instructed to
apoint a committee from each county
in date Eighth coogreseional district
to take in hand the movement for
the erection -of an equesttian statue
to the -enernoty of Gen. Wheelet in
Huntseillic. The committee was ap-
pointed as follews; Milton Humes of
Madison county, Virgil BotiMin of
Jackson, W. B. Morgan, J. C. Kempf-
of Lawrence, 'Emmet O'Neil of
latiderdalt and Joseph Thompson of
Colbert. Maj. W. R. Frantie -was
ridded to the committee. This com-
mittee will twin the nucleus e -the
Joe Wheeler Equestrian lqontiment
aieaociation.
'Frioo's Saloons to be ,Kept in Check
Fan Franciino, May 34.—That the
actiloties here have tie intention of
hxisennig the reins whist have held
the liquor dealers in chedk since tke
city suffeved its great ditrasteT as
made plain yesterday by an emphatic
declaration Ifenm Mayor Schmitz that
all drinking pieces will be civet(' _for
an indefinite period. He attributed
Sbe.remirkable absence of crimc end
.the exceptional order which has pre-
vailed since the conflagration to the
!
fact that the edict against the sellino
of liquor had been rigidly enforced.
The stand of the mayor  was em-
ptasieed when the board of police
commissioners met and unanimously
endorsed a suggestion made by the
mayor that all saloon license be re-
voked. The commissioners were a
matt lhat the future welfare of the
city would be enhanced by fewer
drinking places. A number of saloon
proprietors have in couree of eon-
straction temporary buildings. To
them the mayor issued a warning ad-
vising( them that the number of sa-
loon licenses to be issued in the
future would be greatly curtailed,
and that it was unwise for them to




Lima, 0., May 14.--County Prose-
cutor Webber has • created a tense-
on here by the declaration that
when the grand jvry sought to look
Mao the bridge company, every scrap
of written evidence Was tound to be
1141tIRS- nif motels are said to
have disappeared within the past few
detSre or since the grand ,jury opened
its investigation into the bridge trust.
The contegcts that have disappeared
are claimed to be important as they
show a bridge pool or combine.
The Australian commonwealth, tak-
ing a leaf from the history of the ,
United States, has decided to build a!
new capital which shall be free from
the influences of either of the great
sections. It will build the capital lit-
erally from the ground up and has
selected a site not, far from the pretty
village of Dalgety, on the Snowy river.
Dalgety might have slumbered in pas-
toral obscurity for the next hundred
years but for the assumed necessity 01
Australia to have a capital In a place
which nature had designed for a vil-
lage. It is 30 miles from the nearest
raitroaod sta,tion and even when that
distance is spanned by the iron way
still further connections must be built
to link it with the main Victorian sys-
tem. Henry Stead, in the Independent,
estimates that cost of the railroad con-
struction entailed will be $8,300,000
and that water supply, public build"
hags and land purchase will carry the
total of the expenditures for the new
capital up to ;28,000,000. After the
city is built it will be a purely arti-
ficial capital, just as Washington is,
but it will have a very much smaller
population, the assumption being that
it will not exceed 60,000.
An artificial capital, one created by
flat as a result of a compromise be-
tweela rival sections or decreed by as-
sumed political necessity is an experi-
ment under the best circumstances and
usually falls short of being a metrop
oils. Washington and St. Petersburg
are examples. Washington Is simply
the seat of the federal government;
nothing more. It has disappointed the
expectations of its founders that it
would become an emporium, a busy
mart, a port, a city that should be an
illustration in itself of all the activi-
ties of a great and busy country.
Beauty it has, but business it has not.
In population it is far below many
cities that we are wont to think of as
In our second or possibly our third
class.
St. Petersburg. on the other hind,
has far outstripped the old capital in
population, having 1.313,300 inhabit-
ants, to Moscow's 1,092,360 by the lat-
est census. St. Petersburg is really a
great port, commanding a heavy sea-
borne trade, but, in fact, it only di-
vides the honors of the capital with
Moscow. The latter has the greater
bold on the affections and traditions
of Russia. • It has a prestige which
Peter the Great could not undermine.
It is the capital of the Russian heart.
Napoleon was right when he held that
Moscow was the capital to be struck
by an invader or Russia.
Australia has one advantage which
neither the United States nor Russia
bear the same geographical relation to
every Australian region that it will
have in the beginning. In this coun-
try the capita] is conveniently situated
to only a very small section. The
United States have expanded into re-
gions that the founders of Washington
thought would be wildernesses for
many generations to come. Similarly
Russia has grown so far and so fast
that St. Petersburg is in a corner very
remote to provinces that are populous
and progressive, in regions that were
not even Russian when Peter the Great
began to drive the piles for the four,-
datIons of his capitaL
SUBWAY HURTS CABBIES.
Theater Trade That Once Went to
New York Zebus Now
Goes to Cars.
"You'd never gimes the difference the
subway has made in our business." said
the oldtime night cab driver, according
to the New York Sun. "I should say that
night fares from the theater district and
Broadway have fallen off one-fourth
since last December.
"It used to be that a man In evening
clothes, especially if accompanied by a
woman wearingatarments easily soiled.
would hesitate before crowding into a
surface car. As for walking from Broad-
way to one of the elevated roads, that
was almost out of the question. The re-
sult was that the great majority of thea-
ter and opera patrons who could raise
the price went tome in carriages.
"Now it's different. After the theater
e crowds walk to the  restaurants for 
lunch, then they drift along to the sub-
way entrance at Forty-second street and
Broadway or at the Grand Central.
"Men and woman who would scorn
the elevated or surface cars when in
evening dress do not balk at the subway.
They And the stations and cars generally
clean and roomy, and when they get up-
town where there is no one to see them
they do not mind walking a few blocks
to save a cab fare.
"Our greatest loss Is In Breooklyn pa-
trons. it used to be almost a sure
thing that we'd get a bunch of Brooklyn
people down as far as the Bridge at least.
Then the Brooklyn people had to take
erosstowts car Or walk half way across
the town at one end or the other to get
an elevated train.
"Now the subway takes them right to
the Bridge entrance. Why, now one can
go from Forty-second street clear to the
outskirts of Brooklyn without going
from under shelter if the weather is bad.
"It's going to be still worse for us
when they get the subway running un-
der the river."
Not an Extinct Species.
"I see that scientists have unearthed
the skeleton of a prehistoric hog WI
feet high in Oregon."
"That's pretty high; I saw a IiYhall
one six feet high when I was away on my
vacation."
"You're Joking."
"No, I'm not; he occupied two seats it
a crowded coach I was on."—Houstot
Post.
Why He Walks.
Bacon—Don't you remember whet
he had his coach and horses?
Egbert—Why, certainly I do.
"Well, he has to get out and wall
now."
"You don't mean to say he's lost at
his money."
"No; but he's bought an automo
bile."—Yonkers- Statesman.----------
Rare Prize.
"Is he not a cutelittle boy baby? lit
was raised in an incubator."
"Yes; and when he grows up all the
girls will be fighting to become hit
wife."
"Why so?"
"Because he can never brag about the
pies that mother matie."—Chicago Dan'y
News.
Charity in Real Life.
"Now," said the kind woman, "I
have procured some nice stockings for
your two daughters. Won't they be glad
to get them?"
"Well, I don't know, mum," replied
the poor lady. "Mag an' Liz is purt7
perticular. Is they openwork stock-
ings, mutn?"—Chicago Sun.
Art rote.
Mrs. Syllie—My bes,,and takes
deep interest in art.
Mrs. Oldar—You surprise me.
Mrs. Syllie—Well, it was a surprise
to me. But I heard him telling Jack
Rownder last night that it was a good
thing to study your hand before you
draw.—Cleveland Leader.
Right, But Left
Miss Bute—Oh, yes, I feel pretty sure
of him. I rejected him when he first
proposed because I was positive he
would try again.
Miss Koy—You were right; he did
try again and I accepted him last
night —Philadelphia Press.
Not the Same.
"You seem always to be hard up since
you are married?"
"Yes; that's so."
But you have the same income you
used to have, haven:: yea?"
"Yes, but not the same outgo."—Hous-
ton Daily Post,
A Newport Tragedy.
"Terrible about Gladys Astortillre
marriage."
"What did she do' Marry her coach-
man?"
"Something nearly as bad—married
• man right In her own set."--Chicago
Sun.
Sorrows of Science.
They tell me germs are everywher•
In earth and water and the air,
I'm filled with a dismay complete,
Afraid to drink or breathe or eat.
—Washington Star.




Tramp (sareastleally)-0h, yer do, do
seer? Well, me name is John Smith, an
me address is Number One, the open air.
if yer call on me don't trouble ter kiloek
but Just walk
fle—Rut I thought you'd forgiven me
for that and promised to forget it?
She—Yes. But I didn't promise to let
you forget I'd forgiven it!
Inferior at Best,.
"The self-made man is on the wane."
He Is, and no mistake.
But then, he never was so good
As "mother used to make."
—Puck.
Killed.
"Doesn't Stubbs write poetry any
zoctreT—I-KIVES1 eenli-any or his work
for a long time."
"No; his muse is dead."
"You don't say! What's the trouble?"
"Married."—Milerwatkee Sentinel.
,Yonkers Statestaaao
Where the Money Comes From.
"It takes a lot of patience to run an
automobile, does it not?" asked the
Man.
"Yes, lots of patients," replied the
doctor; "and I've got 'em."—Yonkers
Statesman.
Couldn't Say.
"Are you in favor of forest pre-
serves?" inquired Mr. Oldie.
"Welt, I don't know," replied Mr.
SpInks. "I don't remember ever hay-
ing eaten none."—Chicago sun,
Correct.
"pa, what Is a batik examiner?"
"A bank examiner? OIL he's the
man who goes around and examinee









'tenor (to farmer's boy in the Sete
—Digging potatoes, eh?
Farmer's Boy—Yep.
Visitor—And what do "you get_ IN
digging potatoes?
Farmer's Boy—Nawtnin'; but I git
eomethin' fer not diggin"em.
Visitor—Indeed? What would you
get for not digging them?
Farmer's Boy—Licket—Judge.
Would Have Put It Cut of Business.
Bacon—I saw a ma.1 to-day with a
hand-organ in a wagon drawn by a
mule, and he said he :lad ncen gonna
about the country wi!.: that outfit for
six years.
Kgbert—Strange, Ise t it?
"What's strange?"
"That the mule didn't kick at the
Ilausle."-:—Yonkersi Statesititfti. —
She'd Keep It.
"But can you keep house?" he
asked, doubtfully; for he was, above
all things, a practical man
"If you get a house and put It in my
name," she replied pmmptly, -1'11 keep
it all right enough."
Matters being thus : ltisfactorily set-
tled, their engagement was announced.
—Judge.
Another to Hold Em for Awhile.
"You seem to be thoughtful,"(said
Mrs. Henpeck
"I am," replied Henry. "I was just
thinking that it would be a wonderful
thing if we could kroov as much as
we make people think we know."
"Pouf! It wouldn't be very wonder-
ful in your case."—Chicago Record-
Herald.
Self-Defense.
Saleslady—I am resigning my posi-
tion. I'm going to marry Mr. Kashcol-
lax, of the necktie counter.
Manager—Why not keep on working
anyhow?
Saleslady—Gee! You don't know
Bobby. If I cloat quit my job, he wilL—
Cleveland Leader.
Papa's Viewpoint.
Her Father—What are your pros-
pects, sir?
The Suitor (modestly)—I am fifth
vice president of the Brazen Assurance
society.
Her Father—Well, you may come
and see me again, if the jury acquits
you!—Puck.
The Flat and the Tenement Defined.
Lady—What is the real difference
between an apartment, a flat and a ten-
ement house?
Janitor—In an apartment the ladies
don't have no children; in a flat they
has one or two. More than two makes
any house a tenement, mum.—Judge.
Extra.





"So many unnecessary feet, you
know."--471eveland Leader.
A Calidown.
"Srusobs says he would never wear
ready-made clothe,."
"Possibly. But he sperds ready-
made dollars. If his fattier hadn't left
left them to him he wouldn't hart
enough to buy a second-hand suit."—
Detroit Free Press. •
Troubles of the Bich.
Jaggles—Why does that millionaire
boast of his ancestry?
Waggles—Because he can't vet y well
bow of his posterity, when his (laugh-
ter c..,)ed with the coachman and hie
two sons are taking the gold cure.—
Puck.
An Indorsement.
"Do you regard the political future
of this country as secure?"
"Yes," answered Senator borghum
"I have thought the matter over and I
still consider politics an entirely safe
investment."—Waehington Post
THE TYRANWAL LANDLADY,
Mr. Spider—What. Moth moving
again? I thought you were settled fox
the winter in the Chiffonier flats.
Mr. Moth—I thought so, too, but just
U I was getting snugly comfortable the
landlady balled me out.—Kansas City
Star.
A Reflection.
"The ocean looks like sea and copper,"
One often hears this on the beech;
The simile is apt and proper—
There's water—lots of It—in each.
—Life,
Thought She Had a "Mash."
Patience—It's scandalous!
Patrice—What is scandalous?
"Why, my sister was out playing golf,
yesterday, and she said she had a mashie
on the links!"—Yonkers Statesman.
Not Treasure Trove.
'Cracker—It's a pretty honest world.
Becker--Yes, Indeed, the man who
Stole fault goes to a lot of trouble to
return it to the owner.—N. Y. Sun.
Lineage.
A Clean Sport Mrs. Oldblood—Do you
Greene—He goes in for clean sport. William the Conqueror?
Redd—Fond Off ' twining. bild'mk Mrs. Newblood- No, but NI Illew
s sgasSeybusk.—N.
so back to
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Will practice in' all courts of Ken-.
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Mosquitoes are coming fast and
you should protect yourself against
-them, as they carry desease germs.
Skat Skeeter
is guaranteed to keep them off. Man-





'furnished at Hinson Springs, write or
telephone. f. H. Long, Hinson, Spg3.,
Tenn.
FOR RENT—Lower apartments
of hots; 6o3 North Sixth street.
GEORGE RAWLEIGH.
WANTRD—For U. S. Army,
able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21. and 35; citizens of ti:.,
United States, of good Ohara/ter and
.temperate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting offices, New
-Richmond House. Paducah, Ky.
WANTED — Experienced., seam-
stress to assist dressmaker. Apply
1152 Jefferson.,
••••
4.0ST--On street, lady's belt with
gold buckle. Finder return to
Mattil and,,,,L,Efinger's undertaking




with ssoIfitit941Int.jour rooms on
second floor. Mil have modern
conveniences. Will take long lease
:on desirable hoase. Address, X. Y.
Z., this office, locating property and
naming rent.
' MALE HELP—Any person will-
..ine to distribute our samples: $20.00
weekly. "Empire- Wells St., Chi-
cageo, Ill.
FURSISHED rooms to rent apply
st 314 N. Sixth.
COMMISSIONER FOR ROAD
(Continued From Page One.)
after the Rosa Heyman estate was
dismissed without prejudice, having
been entered in the suit of George
4.Di Heyman as,ainst Nathan Heyman.
The hiventbry of the Walker Car-
neal estate was ordered to be rCC-
.01 dcd.
Given Thirty Days.
Judge Lightfoot yesterday tried
rthe suit 4W'-a.A. McClure against
Wm. Bonds, and . gave the latter
thirty days h which to either place
-out his crop or gilts possession of
the land occupied. McClure rented
tie Krona th &lids with the under-
seanding that the latter was to raise
a crop and give the plaintiff a certain
part of it, or the proceeds. McClure 
claims Bonds had not done this, and
sued for re-poseession of the land.
1).• . iimmommill
Property Sold.
',Samuel E. Skinner has sold prop-tsty on West 'Broadway to ,Mary L
turnett for $1,boo, and the deed
lodged with the, county clerk yester-
day for record.
J. W. Fowler bought from Kate
M. Robettson for $sso. property on
the south side of 'Clay betweenTenth and EleVenth streets
..,..1•0405,6 ....••, 1"714!"1 11
MUNICIPAL
OWNERSEIP
(Continued From lorst Page.)
There was referred to the street
ittee the-request of the park
commissioners that when Tenth
street is Sinned from Broadway to
Kentucky avesue it be made too feet
wide instead oi do feet,' as the centet
could..be lined with trees and a hand-
some boulevard made. Mrs. T. H.
Puryear offered Oo feet for $65 per
foot, but wants $75 per foot for the
too ieet. The council refused to
Lake soo feet.
- Acting' -SetYcir Staike 'reported to
the board he futd borrowed $9,0oo for
the city on aceouat of the public
funds giving out.
There was rsceived and filed the
request of -innicsburg people
urging that th,: &ty aid in getting
the street car . in,. to extend across
I.,land creek into that suburb so tilt
residents can get the benefit of the
sere*. 'VII tiling.To the board of works was re-
ferred the request of City Health
Officer W. T. Graves that the gutters
be cleaned on Second between Ken-
tucky avenue and Washington street.
Initial adoption was given the or-
(finance prescribing regulations for
the observance wherever tutierculosi.
exists. A violation, of the draft im-
poses a fine of from $5 to $foo upon
the guilty.
Own brothers notified the board in
writing that they accepted the fran-
chise they bought to operat a steam
ferryboart from Paducah across the
river to Illinois landings. They also
gave their bond, which was accepted.
The street committee was directed
to see how many feet wide the street
v.anted th street improvement on
jarrett from Powell to Bridge street
in Mechanicsburg. They want to
know the contemplated width be-
fore the work is ordered.
The board of works was authorized
to widen the culvert on Broadway
just beyond Fountain avenue to be
as wide as the fill.
It was ordered that the water
company extend its undergroune
s'ipply mains- on Mladison between
Sixteenth and Sevenieenth, and on
Mill between Meyer and Yeiser
streets, so people rsiding along those
thoroughfares can tap the mains and
set water supplied them.
The water company notified the
board that they bad completed the
extension on Ninth between Broad'
way and Kentucky avenue. Received
and filed.
W. P. Mizee was granted a license
to open a saloon at too South Third,
and C. E. Chandler a license to open
at aoa Tennessee.
The board of health and sanitary
committee was instructed to look
into the proposition of Gent Se
Elliott that a 'rendering plant" be
ordered maintained by the city to re -
deice to soapgrease and oil the car-
casses of animals.
The board ratified the sale of Oak
Grove burying lots to J. W. Wilgate
and H. J McElwee, and in addition
ordered a deed, made out for a lot
there to Mr. Augustus.
J. P. Luttrell was ordered re-
funded an over-tax collected erron-
eously from him.
The board of works was requested
to have removed from Seventh, be-
tween Harris and tBoyd, a huge pile
of rock.
Alderman Palmer asked the alder-
men to let the city pay $loo of the
cost of paving Third street in front
of the alderman's sawmill at Third
and Elizabeth stating lie would pay
the other $86. He claimed the prop-
erty was exempt from this public
thoroughfare improvement cost, be'
cause years ago when the late
Ethridge Palmer sold the city the
ground to build the Elizabeth street
wharf alongside the mill it was
agreed that the balance of the prop-
erty would never thereafter be sus-
ceptible to taxation for street work.
The city solicitor and board of
works think that Mr. Palmer should
pay for all the improvement, but the
aldermen agreed for the municipality
to pay $soo and the mill people the
balance.
On Bridge street in the South end
ef Mechanicsburg, is a culvert un-
Orneath the street to carry away
water accummulating in the gutters
after a rainfall. The culvert, not
being very large, cannot flow away
Mr. C. Maynor of Metropolis
lass moved here to reside.





With the doctor's wcitten orders. In
following this rule we have the ad-
vantage of a very large and complete
stork to draw f: oni. Furthermore,
presctiptions hrought to us canttot
fall into the hands of inexperienceil
persona, because
EVERY CLERIC
in o:tr store is a registered pharma-
cist. OMNI
R. W. WALKER & CO.,
incoRpoRkrar).
Driggists, -1Pittb mad 1114w4.
Photwo riss
turned down his request, that he in-
tended- taking some action against
the city, contending that it is the
place of the board of works to have
the place remedied. President Noble
informed him if the city cared for
Starks private water hundreds of
others over town would want to
have done the same thing, which is
not right.
The board then adjourned.
to the Public.
The general canvass and compila-
tion of the Paducah city directory
fcr r906 is now finished and ready
for the printer.
Anyone contemplating making a
change either in their business Or
residence will please notify us at
cnce.
CARON DIRECTORY CO.
- 227 BroadwaY, Paducah, Ky.
+
PERSONAL NOTES. .1*
Mr. B. H. Scott has returned from
Birmingham, Ala., where he attended
the general conference for Southern
M. E. churches.
Dr. I. B. Howell has gone to
Nashville, Tenn.
Mesdames Bertie Fowler, George
Wallace, 'Bettie Buckner, Armour
Gardner, Hal S. Corbett, C. B. Aus-
tin, Alonzo Meyers and Laura Fow-
ler returned last night from Cairo on
the Dick Fowler, they having gone
down that far with Mesdames
George and Charles Mohr of Mollile„
Ala.. who returned home after visit-
ing Mrs. Campbell.
Colonel John K. Hendrick is in
Louisville on business.
Attorney Lal D. Threlkeld re-
turned Sunday from Smithland.
Dr. Goodloe of Smithland, was in
the city yesterday.
Mr. Ben Weille returned yesterday
rnornng from Louisville.
Mr. Clem Bleich and wife have re-
turned to their home in Jackson,
Tenn., after spending Sunday with
the former's parents. Mr. and Mrs.
John J. Bleich.
Mr. Steve Clark. is here from
Louisville as a witness in circuit
court. He is the confectioner form-
erly of this city.
Mr. Morris Nash was here Sunday
from Louisville spending the day.
Mr. Horace Shinn of Philadelphia,
a., is in the city.
Salvea Howell of Lexington,
Tenn.. is visiting her grandmother,
Mrs. Jack Calloway of South Ninth.
Walter Scott, Jr., has gone to
Evansville to visit friends.
Mr. Dalton Bishop of Louisville
arrived here Sunday to V44i Mr. R.
I.. Bishop out in the county.
Mrs. Jenk Farmer has returned
from visiting relatives in California.
Mrs. F. N. Gardner and child have
gone to Huntingdon,' W. Va., to visit.
Mrs. C. F. Sells and daughter of
Colorade 'Springs, Colo., are visiting
Mrs. T. MIller Sisson.
Mr. J. R. Puryear yesterday re-
turned from attending the Southern




Mr. Charles Vandervost of Rofte•dale, Miss., is here to locate. He isa timber man.
Judge Wm. Marble went to Eddy-ville yesterday on business.
'Miss Mattie Brown went to Eddy-ville yestetslay to attend court.
Mr. Be. Burnett of Paris, Tenn..
returned home yesterday he having
spent Runday with his wife who is
visiting here.
Mr. Tom Wheelis yesterday went
to Hopkinsville on business.
Mr. Charles Abbott of Nashville,
Tenn. has returned home after
spending several days here.
Mr. Crockett Wright has returned
from Henderson where he was called
two weeks ago by an accident to hi3
brother, who is better.
Mr. A. P. Doran and wife of
Chicago, will arrive _in a few days to
visit Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Ham of
North Sixth.
Dr. C. T. Allen yesterday went to
Dycuslines.  xy„.. 
Mr. Charles Q. C. Leigh is here
from Chicago, Ill.
Mr. James Ward has returned
from Shawneetown,
Mr. Elmer Townsend went to
Evansville yesterday.
.111 the water which backs over the
farm of Rudolh Streit, who has
made the city pay him good sums
each time for damage done his
property. It was ordered that
larger culvert he built, and let
,Spuire Sears enjoin the city if he so
desires as he threatened to do if the
culvert is re-arranged, his claim be-
ing it would then flow the water
over his property.
Acting Mayor Oscar Starks owns
a saddle works on Nbrth Eighth
street, and from his factory drains ;
water that accummulates in the gut- •
ter. He wants the city to run sev-
eral hundred feet of piping along
the -gutter to drain off the water to-
wards the river. The aldermen re-
hosed to de this, because the city
is -not Apposed to Take- cariThr-w- ater
that comes off private premises. Mr.





Supreme Court Holds Proprietor
Cannot Stop to Count
His Money.
Des Moines, lo., May 14.—Saloon-
keepers, bartenders and janitors, as
well as the thirsty public, must get
out of saloons promptly at to p.m.
and remain Outside -until 5 o'clock a.
M., according to a decision handed
down by the supreme court. The
bartenders cannot even remain be-
hind locked doors to count the cash
or wash the last glasses. Before the
clock in the steeple strikes, propri-
etor and patron alike must be out of
the barrooms or the saloonkeeper
will be suliject to conviction for vio-
lating Ake- mulct-law. - *
Associate Justice Ladd wrote the
decision in which he says on the sub-
ject of closing at so- o'clock:
'If the proprietor or employes,
main even though the door be fasten-
ed, how shall it be known that
others are not also there? If they
may open the saloon to leave, they
may do so to -zater. If they ma
leave or enter together they may do
so separately, and at all hours of the
and save for the sale of in-
toxicating liquors, the place be kept
open as effectually as though being
'open' were not prohibited. The law
allows those engaged in the traffic
1:- hours each day to prosecute their
bus;ness, and there is no excuse for
encroaching on the remaining seven
hours, in winding up the business of
the day or preparing for the next.
If such work is essential, it may be
done earher in the evening or in the
morning, for it will be noted that
keeping open so late as to o'clock or
opening as early as 5 o'clock is not
compulsory.
"Regardless of this, however, the
statute M explicit terms has exacted
the conduct of this business in a
single room with but one entrance,
the view of the bar from the street
unobstructed, without chairs or other
furniture save back of the bar for
employes; in fact so kept as to be
unsuited for any other purpose—and
in declaring that it shall not be open
daring the hours referred to, irre-
spective of the purpose, the lawmak-
ers intended that the business con
dieted therein should cease and the
place be so closed and not be opened
during the prohibited hours save - pos.
sasly in an emergency."
This decision came in the case of
William Lingbelbach from Feyette
county. Lingelbach had been in the
habit of remaining in his saloon
about fifteen minutes after the so
o'clock closing hour to count 
ti'scash. Otherwise he ran his saloon
according to the strict letter of the
mulct law lie was arrested and
'iiconvicted for violating the law i
remaining open after hours. The
case was brought before the supreme
court on an application for certio-
rari, which is now dismissed with the
opinion of Justice Ladd.
Three Room Iwo House.
alechanicsburg near the big mills.
So fott lot. Rent value $50 per year.
Safe investment.
















St. Louis, 18.4, falling.
Mt. Vernon. 13.2, standing.
Paducah. z.3,9, fairing. ,
Inspector of. Steamboat Hulls andBoilers W. J. McDonald. arrivedSunday. from Nashville.
'The towboat Inverness left for the
T nnessee river yesterday.
esterday the Buttorff got awayr Clarksville and comes back to-Morrow. She then leaves for Nash-ville.
The Joe Fowler got out yesterdayat Evansville and comes back to-
morrow. 4
The John S. Hopkins comes in
today /from Evansville and leaver
immediately on her return that way.
The Dick Fowler gets out for Cairo
this morning at 8 orelock and comes
back tonight about- ro o'clock.
This morning the steamtr Clyde
came out of the Tennessee river and
lays here until 5 o'clock tomorrow
afternon before getting out on herreturn trip.
The Peters Lee gets to Cincinnati
today and leaves there tomorrow en
route back this way.
The Georgia Lee leaves Memphis
today and gets here Thursday en
route tip to Cincinnati.
The City of Saitallo will leave St.
Louis today for this city, bound for
the Tennessee river.
Budwiser. king of bottled beer, in
family size cases of two dozen
bottles to the case delivered to any
part of the city on short notice. An
heuser-Busch Brewing association
branch. Both 'phones 112, H
St,eff in. manager.
Moonlight excursion on steamer
Louisiana, given by Barkeepers'
union, Tuesday, May isth. Tickets
50 cents.
Hinkleville Road House.
Three room house, extra tenant
house, and stable. Four and one
quarter acres. Woo. half cash. One-
half mile west of city limits.
Whittemore Real Estate Agency
Fraternity Building. BothPhones8tt
Courthouse Concrete.
Contractor Alex Storrie's 112411
have finished laying the concrete
curbing on the Seventh street side of
the courthouse square, and are now
working on the Washington stret
side, being about midway between
Sixth and Seventh. It will take until
sometime next week to finish the
curbing all the way around the block
at edge of yard, and erect the arched
gates at the main entrances. 
Millionaire Sects Increase of Pen-
sion.
Cleveland, 0., May 14.—Thactor E.
F. Beeman, a wealthy chewing-gap'
manufacturer, is fighting for an In... 
creasein his civil war pension. de-
spite the fact that he is worth mil-
lions, for "total incapacity for manual'
labor." He asks the pension depart-
- licrw
getting only $8.
While 'Beeman does not claim
Cleveland as his residence, his ad-
dress is given to the pension depart-
ment as the Century Club, composed
of some of the city's wealthiest men.
NO PASSES
For Railroad PAnployes' Families
After Rate Bill Becomes a Law.
d
Washington, May sa—Railroad..at-
torneys and their families and u,
families. of railroad employes will
not be alowed to travel on passes
after the rate law is passed. The
Culberson amendment, adopted. /tut-
nedly with many others, cuts out alt
attorne:ys save those whose 1111111,is
devoted exclusively to work for rail-
roads and. leaves no provision-for the
famlies of, employes. Floods of
telegrams have come to senators
upon the sabieet el this atnendatenk
A majority favor an amendmeot
which has been drawn to strike out
the objectionable feature of the Cul-
bertson amendment and when the sen-
ate. takes up the rate bill ,now being
considered by the senate in commit-
tee of whole the new ausendment
will be adopted.
ataih far Damages Against. Emertion
Republican Committee.
Paris, Ky., May 14.—Sensational
happenings in the republican organi-
zation of Mourbon county recently
had a sequel when James a McClin-
tock filed a sequel suit for $25,000,
ticages against A. IL Thompson,rkr +furter litarvriS-CM,
5, WE HAVE.
JUSIi:WHAT YOU NEED) 201R
HOUSE CLEANING.
Insecthol





ALL. ODORLESS. In to-sgs 211111,
25 cent Bottles.
'Phone Us Your Orden.,
BACON'S
DRUG STORIES.
Seventh and Jackson St. 'Phone nos
Seventh and Clay St. 'Phoney sti.
Excursion Is
St. Louis and Tennessee Rime Pattie-
et cciewpany5.---rhe cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
ge 
lin 
U Tennessee riverti return
For the Round Pit to
It is a trip of pleasure, crarrfort
and rest; Rood service, good' table.
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p, m.
For or*? ;oformation acidly to Ass
Koger, superintendent; Feasts L
Brown, agent.
in Moore, J. W. Larkin and Henry
Smith, members of the Bourbcsn
County Campaign Committee.. Sov-
eral weeks ago, at a meeting of -the
edopted expelling McClintock foom
committee, bitter reaoltenons were
SPECTACLES 
• EYE GLASSES










all conferences of the eepubbean
party and. apposoting a mageant-at-
arms to tuovent his atteadiog any
further tueetiags. The resolutioni
accused McClotock, wlet had long
been prominaust- as a regoblicaa, of
double-dealing and treachery to the
republitan gamy of assisting demo-
cratic candidates secretly while pro-
claiming himself a republican, and.
c%f betraying the plans. and the con-
iidence of the republican party. Mc-
Clintock says the charges are false
andf that the committee knew them.
to be false when they were written:.
1,511116.,fied. He Is promtdiiiiis
business here.
'
If this thing keeps up much !singer
isomebody will have to organize the
society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to the Standards Oil Company.
You!will have to buy more COAL this season. Why not buy
TRADEWATER COAL
So you will know where WI get the BEST COAL for NEXT WINTER?
Lump 13c, 'Nut 12c. 111 o t h Te 1 e:p h,one 02 5 4.
Foot of
01110
Street. West Kentuc4 Coal-Cal
•11
4
•
tOg
